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Investigations on the Direct Conversion of 
Nuclear Fission Energy to Electrical Energy in a Plasma Diode 

Introduction 

The use of a fission fragment generated plasma as a space charge neutra¬ 
lizing medium in thermionic diodes has been described in earlier reports.W 
Previous work was limited to inpile experiments involving two gases at two 
pressures(neon;argon at 20 torr and xenon at 8 torr). Although the plasma gen¬ 
erated by fission fragments did enhance electron transport in these tubes, impor¬ 
tant parameters such as ion source strength and the predominant ion loss mechan¬ 
ism and rates were not readily determinable from the data. An ion number den¬ 
sity was inferred from the current-voltage characteristic, but this was obtained 
only for the two gas-pressure points. 

In the last reporting period,^work was begun on a glass ionization cham¬ 
ber (incorporating cold electrodes) which would more readily allow making ion 
source rate measurements over an extended pressure range and for several noble 
gases. The results of these experiments have led to the development of a ceramic- 
metal ionization chamber which has been operated extensively inpile with different 
gases at several pressures. 

The present report discusses the results of these experiments along with a 
theory developed to explain the I-V characteristic • The theory also yields the 
magnitude of ion source rate from the data • An independent calculation of ion 
source rate from fission fragment energy loss considerations is given and com¬ 
parison is made to the source rate obtained from the data. 

The subsequent sections discuss the program Objectives, Conclusions and 
Future Plans. 

Objectives 

These were the initial objectives for this reporting period. 
1. Measurements were to be made of ion number density in fission fragment gen¬ 

erated plasmas using a glass ionization chamber. A plasma theory of the 
diode characteristic based on a random current model suggested that a sat¬ 
urated current characteristic would be observed from which ion density could 

be calculated. 

2. The pulsed plasma diode experiment was to be continued to determine ion loss 
mechanisms from the decay of the discharge. These data were to complement 

the inpile studies. 

3. An anomalous low voltage arc discovered in an earlier inpile experiment with 
a uranium bearing emitter and barium coated collector was to be studied by 
operating a noble gas diode inpile with a uranium emitter and bare collector 
to determine the influence or lack of influence of barium on the arc. 

As the program developed it became evident that considerable effort was needed 
in the development, operation and analysis of the ion chamber tubes. It was 
agreed with the Office of Naval Research therefore to obtain as much data as 
possible on ion source rate by discontinuing work on items 2 and 3 and devoting 
maximum effort to the ion source measurements. After data were obtained, it was 
shown that the random current model did not explain the I-V characteristic of the 
ionization chambers. This led to increased effort on the development of a new 

theory that would explain the data. 

1 
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Thus the actual objectives of the work described in this report were the 
following : 

1. Current-voltage characteristics were to be measured with glass and ceramic- 
metal ionization chambers irradiated inpile. These chambers were to be 
designed to determine the individual ionization induced by fission fragments 
and gamna rays. 

2. A theory was to be developed that would explain the measured current-voltage 
characteristic and would allow the calculation of ion source rate and ion 
number density from the data. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions were based on the analysis of data from 6 glass 
ion chambers and 13 ceramic-metal ion chambers operated inpile. The former used 
neon:argon while the latter used neon:argon and pure gas fillings of argon, neon 
and xenon. 

1. Data from the glass ion chamber in which the electrodes were immersed in the 
gas were difficult to analyze in detail due to the contribution to current 
from the ionization in the gas volume external to the electrodes. 

2. The observed I-V characteristic for both types of tubes was not as predicted 
by the earlier randan current plasma model. According to this model the 
current should saturate at less than one volt applied potential. 

3. The use of a ceramic-metal tube structure inmersed in an insulating oil 
(raonoisopropylbiphenyl) allowed measurements of very low ionization currents 
(lO-o ampg) with negligible leakage currents external to the diode volume. 

k. A new theory of the I-V characteristic has been developed which accurately 
fits the data and yields an experimental value for an average ion source rate. 
The plasma was considered to be recombination controlled with current 
primarily collected from the sheath at the negative electrode. 

5. The measured neutron flux dependency of current (at fixed voltage) fits that 
predicted by theory. 

6. The saturation current observed in neon at low neutron flux was also pre¬ 
dicted by theory. This corresponds to the negative electrode sheath extend¬ 
ing across the entire diode gap. 

7. The pure gases (argon, neon, xenon) did not show any electron multiplication 
effects out to 100 volts whereas the neon:argon tubes exhibited multiplica¬ 
tion at 25 volts. The I-V theory in the latter case fit the data very well 
below 25 volts. The high multiplication rate in neon:argon was not surpris¬ 
ing since the gas mixture used (0.1% A) has a high Townsend ionization coef¬ 
ficient at the values of E/p in the sheath. 

8. The ion source rate due to gamma ionization (for the particular ratio of 
gamma to neutron flux in this experiment) was from 1 to 2% of that observed 
due to fission fragment ionization. 

9. Values of ion source rate obtained from a least squares fit of theory with 
experiment are listed for 240 torr pressure and a neutron flux of 1.2 x 10^3n 

—pm sec cm- 

Neon 
Argon 
Xenon 
Neon:Argon 

O.75 x IO16 
1.7 x IOI6 
4.0 x IOI6 
1.5 x 1016 

-1 -3 
ions sec cm J 
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10. The higher ion source rate observed for the neon¡argon tube compared to pure 
neon at the same pressure was attributed to the creation of neon oetastable 
states by fission fragments and the subsequent generation of argon ions by 
neon metastables. This suggests that higher ion source rates can be gen¬ 
erated in gas mixtures where the fission fragment energy loss to metastable 
states of the parent gas may be used to produce additional ionization of the 
trace gas. 

Hi The ion source rate as a function of position in the gas has been derived 
from fission fragment energy loss rate considerations. The earlier deriva¬ 
tion for an average source rate was in error. Taking account of the finite 
geometry of the fissioning source in the ion chamber leads to a reasonable 
agreement between this independently computed value of source rate and that 
determined from the data. 

12. Typical data at 2k0 torr pressure of the ion number density computed from the 
measured source rate and the appropriate recombination coefficient for the 
pure gases and a three body loss mechanism for neon¡argon is tabulated for a 
neutron flux of 1.2 x 1(^3 n sec“1 cm“2. 

Neon - 1.8 x 
Argon - 1.7 x 
Xenon - l.k x 
Neon ¡Argon - 8.3 x 

1011 ions cm“ 3 
IO11 
1011 
1011 

These data for a fixed flux and gas pressure show that the neon¡argon mixture 
provides the highest ion density. 

Future Plans 

1. Experiments will be continued inpile to measure ion source rate generated by 
fission fragments as a function of gas pressure and neutron flux. The ceramic 
ion chamber already developed will be used to complete the data now being 
taken for xenon, neon, argon and also for cesium. The theoretical analysis 
of the diode characteristics will be continued. 

2. The electron transport through a noble gas plasma as a function of gas pres¬ 
sure will be measured inpile using a diode with thermionic electron emission 
from a uranium bearing electrode. A diode will be designed which would pro¬ 
vide good control over important parameters such as collector area and elec¬ 
tron emission of the emitter. The electron transport data in conjunction with 
the ion source rate data should provide a basis for developing a more complete 
analysis of the noble gas plasma thermionic energy converter concept. 
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SECTION A 

A STUDY OP THE FISSION FRAGMENT IONIZATION OF NOBLE GASES WITH THE G12x-R TUBES 

ABSTRACT 

A series of glass ionization tubes were operated in the University of Michigan 
nuclear reactor in an attempt to measure the ion source rate and the ion number 
density produced by the fission fragment ionization of neon gas seeded with 0.17# 
argon, as a function of gas pressure (30< p< UOO torr) and with minimal thermionic 
emission from the electrodes. It was found that the observed current-voltage char¬ 
acteristics did not agree with the shape predicted from the random current-plasma 
sheath model developed previously. 

The ion source rate calculated from the measured current (at a pressure of 
220 torr and a neutron flux of 5 x 10l2 cm-2 sec"1) using this theory gave a value 
less than one half the source rate predicted for primary neon ionization (dNe+/dt ■ 
9*8 x 10!5 cm-3 sec-1) using a fission fragment energy loss rate calculation. Thç 
source rate of neon metastable states (which can ionize argon atoms) is not known so 
that setting the estimated volume loss rate equal to the difference between the neon 
ion source rate and the collected current gave a minimum value of the ion density in 
the bulk of the plasma (IT*') rain « 3.65 x 1011 cm-3. 

During operation in the reactor it was found that these glass ionization tubes 
were not well suited for a detailed experimental study of ion source rate. Two of 
the tubes failed internally from broken leads and, in addition, the analysis of the 
data was complicated (particularly at low neutron flux) by a weak gamma induced 
plasma in the gas outside the electrodes (but inside the tube). 

Even so, it could be inferred from runs with a cadmium shield that the contri¬ 
bution to the ion source rate from gamma rays was small (/^ 107o) compared to fis¬ 
sion fragment ionization. Also, electrons released by fission fragment emission 
from (and penetration of) the electrodes were discovered to be the primary current 
component in the I-V data from a vacuum chamber. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Previous studies on the themionic direct conversion of heat to electricity 
using the concept of .the fission fragment ionization of noble gases have used hot 
electron emitters M' While thermionic emission is basic to such a direct con¬ 
version device It complicates the analysis of the data when attempting to 
optimize such parameters as gas type and pressure. In order to make a parametric 
study of the gas pressure on the Ion density produced by the fission fragment 
ionization of a noble gas, a specially designed ion chamber type glass tube, 
G12x-R, was constructed. The details of the tube and containment can design and 
the plasma-sheath theory pertaining to these studies have been described 
previously.^) A total of 6 tubes were constructed and tested in the University 
of Michigan reactor (see Table l). This report presents the results and con¬ 
clusions of the inpile runs on the G12x-R tubes. 

TABLE 1 

Listing of G12X-R Tubes 

ftibe No 

0 

1 

2 

3 

h 

5 

6 

G12X-R No 

R.O 

R.2 

R.3 

RA 

R.5 

R.l 

R.6 

Gas and Pressure. Torr 

He 760 

Remarks 

Glass stem only 

0.3 gm U-235 

0.3 gm U-235 

0.3 gm U-235 

0.3 gm U-235 

0.3 gm U-235 

No U-235 

Vacuum 

Ne:A 20 

Ne:A 60 

Ne:A 220 

Ne:A 400 

Ne:A 23O 
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description qf tobes and circuit 

rs í £.1— s. irsÆs r 
Electrode Design 

The electrode design consisted of parallel plane ffe«ne+w ih+v, - 
to minimize fringing fields «„d s coUemôn S ^ 

“»• pertinent electrode dimeneions ^ 
electrode areas are listed in Tàble 2. in 3 and the 

TABLE 2 

Electrode 

1 

2 

G (U covered) 

G (peripheral) 

G (total) 

Area, cm* 

6.75 

3.86 

3.W 
2.90 

6.28 

unifor^work'functlons^^The 
maximum temperature would be such as to ensure negligible theîï^ic ^c^ûn^6 

a 9 pin^orning^yso'ai^minosilicateSgla88ipress*^1^68e^ctrod^8 ^ °n grade zirconium with the uranium +n«+fi, J\, 8* e^ectrodes were reactor 

surfaces. Thermocouples of Ni-M^were ^ot^elde^í"0*1^ b°nded t0 the planar 
ae nickel leg of the themocouple^ o S^ f t e° ^ electroi'8- 

- - 8 srSgTthis 
Containment Can Design 

a ceramic-metal "feed through^oldered to thealminm'fl''*^ a8sem',1Jr »1th 
copper plated to provide ^ 0¾ s^a“ "Ihe^i WS 

support tube by a gHketld the 20 f00t 
shielded). This support tube SrrieTaU the "ec^X^T.^ ^ 
»ith nitrogen gas as a further safeguard to prevent »?er1eatage Pre8surlMd 

Cadmium Shield Design 

the pïas^ea c^ÄÄ^^ 8“tl0" ^«e ion production rate in 
containment cans. This shield consisted nf t comPletely enclose the aluminum 

*ig. k : (1) a cadmir^Är^sloleTdSSlv8,8^1” the ^ ln 
into idiich the aluminum containment can vas lovLd md íôí the «ftor grid and 
idiich were attached to the V section above the eo-tir '2i set of cadmium cones 
cadmium basket and cones and containment can are shown^n^igt^. PhotograPhs of the 
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Figure 1 - Details of inpile ion chamber G12x-R. 
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Figure 3 - G.12X-R Electrodes. 
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Figure 5(a) - 4 ft. aluminum containment can with lead weight on bottom. 

(b) - Cadmium basket and split cadmium cone. 

(c) - Cadmium basket and cone in place around k ft. aluminum can. 
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Electrical Circuit 

Uie basic circuit used to obtain the reactor I-V data is shown in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6 - Basic circuit for I-V Measurements. 

Current meters li, I2 and I3 measure current to each electrode and I3 measures the 
current to ground. In the first runs meters Ii and lo were not used and in some 
runs V2G was not connected. The floating circuit is illustrated by the open 
switch in Fig. 6. 

Current meters I2 and Iq were Hexem battery operated E-I-R meters, Model No. 
HOB, and measured the current to electrodes 2 and G. The maximum voltage drop 
across these meters was 100 mv at full scale. V^2 and V2Q were Keithley battery 
operated electrometers, Model No. 6OQA, with an input impedance of 10^ ohns. 
V12 was used with a 10/1 voltage divider probe with an input impedance of 10^-^ ohms. 
The current meter, I3, was a Hewlett Packard 425A railli-microammeter. Bie Keithley 
60QA electrometer was used as a current meter to electrode 1. 

The battery operated meters I2, Iq and V12 together with the bridge circuit 
and battery power supply were placed in a shielded console to minimize ac pickup 
and shielded cable was used from this console to the top of the 20 foot tube on the 
reactor bridge. 

Polarity convention for the data obtained using this circuit is shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7 - Polarity convention with typical I-V curve. 

Positive polarity: Voltage of 2 and G positive with respect to 
1 (ions collected by 1, electron collected 
by 2 and G) 

Current (conventional) flows from 2 and G to 1 

Negative polarity: Inverse 
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DATA SUMMARY 

In this section typical Inplle current-voltage curves are presented for each 
of the tubes tested. The general characteristics of these curves are discussed 
and a more detailed analysis of these data Is presented In a later section. 

Each of the tubes containing uranium vas run with ("Cd shielded") and without 
("Bare") the cadmium shield described previously and at the reactor power levels 
of 10, 100, 300, and 1000 kv. An absolute neutron flux measurement was made with 
a mockup of the tube assembly using a gold foil activation technique. The value 
of the thermal neutron flux at the uranium coated electrode position was 5 x 10^ 
sec”l cm”2 at 1000 kv reactor power. 

The curves selected for presentation include I2 vs V12 and V8 ^12 for 
both the bare and cadmium shielded runs at 1000 kv reactor power. Also presented 
for each power level are the curves for the fission fragment contribution to the to 
tal measured current versus the voltage, that is, rp vs V]^2 where Iff ■ 
iT(Bare) - I«p(Cd) and It + I2 + Iq* These data curves are compiled in the 
Appendix and discussed individually in the text. 

IRibe 0 (Leakage Test) 

To obtain a measure of leakage currents between current carrying leads due 
to ionization of the gas (helium) in the containment can, a glass press was 
loaded into a containment can and operated under a variety of conditions. The 
ends of the press leads (envelope side) were cut and shorted corresponding to 
their condition in an actual tube. These leads were uncoated. The can was 
sealed with one atmosphere of helium identical to the other tubes. The mockup 
assembly is shown schematically in Fig. 8. One of the Kulgrid leads of the press 
was found to be in contact with the aluminum cap which itself was insulated from 
the can. 

Figure 8 - Schematic of leakage test assembly. 
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The assembly consisted cf four effective electrode surfaces whose areas were 

in the ratio: 

where C ■ aluminum can, 
electrodes "1" and "a". 

AC >kQ> 

s "guard" electrode + aluminum cap and 1 and 2 refer to 

Electrodes "1", "2" and "0" correspond to the wires on the evelope side of 
the press spot welded together as pairs corresponding to these electrodes .TM 
current-voltage characteristics obtained for both positive and ^ive voitage 
polarities were found to be asymmetric for each electrode pair combination when 
the circuit was grounded and when it was floating. The magnitude of these 
î^rlrents »6 Mgllgibl., hoover, «»pared to the ion ™rr«nU «eaeured 
at higher reactor power levels. Nevertheless, the asymmetry of the curves and 
the differences with circuit grounding could not be readily explained and 
consequently further work was undertaken with the leakage test sssembly in 
attempt to gain a fuller understanding of these I-V characteristics in ternsof 
the weakly ionized plasma surrounding the assembly. Examples of the I-V curve 
are given in Figs • 0.1 to 0.4 in the Appendix. 

The ratio of currents measured at + 100 volts on tube 0 are listed in 
Table 3. Each current ratio represents"the mean 
made at reactor power levels of source level (reactor in shut down conditions), 
10, 100, 500 and 1000 kw. 

Current Ratio at + 100 volts 

TABLE 3 

Average Current Ratios for T-0 

Circuit Grounded Circuit Floating 

G- 

£ 5.9 16 

121 £ 
2-_ 

C2+ 

I2l 
CG+ 

It is seen from the above table that the values (39 and 35^ of WI2+ are 
nearly the same for the gounded and floating connections. Likewise, the floating 
and grounded circuit values for \l2Jl2Ji are roughly equal but the values for 
I /1 I are significantly different. It was concluded that the current to 

G- G+l 

39 

10 

2.7 

1.9 

35 

14 

5.6 

4.5 
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electrode 2 ' was relatively insensitive to this change in circuit, and that the 
current, Iß., decreased when the connections were changed fron the floating to 
the grounded circuit. Figure 9 illustrates the connections. 

‘Figure 9 - Schematic of current control for grounded 
and floating connections. 

The connection to ground was made at the Iß meter. The contairment can C 
was always grounded in the water. For "G" negative, C is negative and ions are 
collected by both C and "G". However since Aß >Aß more ions are collected by C 
and with the electrons returning through ground the net current through Iq Is 
reduced. When "G" is positive, ions eure collected by 1 emd grounding the circuit 
has little effect on measured currents since the controlling ion collection 
surface area is not effected by this circuit change. 

The floating circuit data at 100 volts were used to determine approximate 
area ratios where it was assumed that the measured current was directly pro¬ 
portional to the ion collection area, 

f- = r 
2- 2 

= 16 

I™. A, 

"T- ~G + n2 

Tf ‘1 _ 1 
A- + A. IT75 

Ag = 16 A2 

Aq = 4.2 A1 

A1 = 3.8 A2 

Area ratios of this magntiude are possible with the exposed surfaces in this 
assembly. 
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Tûbe 1 (Vacuum) 

Tube 1 was a vacuum tube with uranium coated electrodes. Measured electrode 
temperatures are given In Table 1*, 

sable J* 

Power 
Level, kv 

100 

500 

1000 

1000 with Cd 

Cold Junction 
on Stem - *C 

100 

113 

198 

56 

Electrode 1 
*C 

263 

503 

650 

228 

Electrode 2 
*C 

257 

500 

650 

223 

Guard 
*C 

2kk 
kk6 
581 

203 

These temperatures indicate that thermionic emission from the uranium was 
negligible in comparison to the measured ion currents. 

Ihe I-V characteristics measured under heure and cadmium covered condi¬ 
tions eure given in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. The net current, due to thermal neutrons, 
is compiled for several power levels in Fig. 1.3. 

The current measured can be readily explained by reference to Fig. 10. The 
euro vs indicate that each uranium surface can contribute 3 components of current: 
Ip due to fission fragments, Ip due to electrons emitted simultaneously with the 
fission fragment^) and Ig due to secondary electrons generated by the fragments 
striking the opposite electrode. 

b 

///////////////////, 

1 

4 j 

'^Fb ] 

'4 1 

1-4 

^ -ISb 

1777/ ///////////////, 
a 

Figure 10 - Currents generated in vacuum from 
2 fissioning uranium electrodes. 

If the electrons produced have energies in the few electron-volt range, one 
pair of electron currents will be retarded for a given applied potential. The 
data of Fig. I.3 agree with this model since the current is saturated beyond, 30 
volts indicating a relatively low energy spectrum from the neutron induced 
currents. That this current is primarily due to Ip and Ig is determined by 
calculating the expected fission fragment current. For a thickness greater than 
one fission fragment range, the current escaping from a uranium bearing electrode 
due to the remaining positive charge on the fragment is given by* 

4=(VA>5e£ 20jI'ij = (S/A)|eZ0i1 

J=1 
* See derivation in Section C of this report. 

(1) 
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where e£Ä - average initial charge for a fission fragment** 

*1 

F 

A 

fission cross section, 23•! cm 
-1 

* average range of the fragment in U-Ni foil, 6.75*10 cm’ 

. thermal flux, 4 x 1012 sec’1 cm 2 

electrode area, 7 cm 

These values yield a current for ij of 3¿7* 10'7 amps for a 1000 kv pover 
Level? ^cTttg. *3 saturated currents of 6.8 * 10-« and 7.8 *10-8 anps vere 
tip» rd red Thus the it components from Fig. 10 are small compared to the 
saturated currents frL Fig. 1.3 and thus the current measured is primwily due 
to If and Ig. The currents for positive, l(+), and negative, 1(-), polarities 

Fig. 1.3 are 

and 

i(+) = i; d)+(2+ o) 

I(.) . (2 ♦ O) + Ij (1) 
(2) 

he 1 and (2 + 0) refer to the electrode designations defined earlier. K*«“ 
¿00 kv data the ratio of IÇO = 7¿ . 1.15. ratl° 8hould be ^ 1 

1(+) 6.8 
•hat II > I’, since the uranium loading is larger on (2 + G). The appropriate 

irea (or uranium) ratio is 7*24 = I.07. 
6*75 

The saturated current characteristic for the electrons from fission 
fragment ejection and bombardment (Fig. 1.3) is indicative of an electron energy 
listribution, where most electrons have less than 40 volts kinetic energy, 
laturated^currents are a measure of electron sources Independent of space ctorg. 
effects since space charge limited currents for the diode would be of order 15 
na. To evaluate the If and Ig components independently, a singie uranium 
slectrode is required (as presently being studied with ceramic-metal diodesj. 

The data of Fig. 1.2 do not exhibit any saturation over the voltage range 
of + 100 volts and show that the photoelectrons produced by gammas Java an 
energy distribution which exceeds the maximum of 100 volts appiied to the tub . 
Photoelectrons can of course have kinetic energies of many Mev. JT11 
inflexion near zero volts may be indicative of a secondary electron distribution 
from the electrodes caused by Mev electron collisions with the electrode. 

Tube 2 (20 Torr) 

This tube was filled to a pressure of 20 torr with Ne:A (l000:l). 
Demperature data are given in Table 5. The thermocouple to the guard electrode 

i/as open inside the tube and could not be used. 
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Power 
Level, kv 

100 
500 

1000 
1000 with Cd 

TABLE 5 

Cold Junction 
on Stem - *C 

48 
106 
172 
71 

Electrode 1 
•c 
128 
337 
502 
159 

Electrode 2 
*C 

145 
400 
590 
169 

Epical characteristics of this tube are shorn In Figs. 2-1 . 2.1 The 

iTTnTcSÂ.'" —4 conditions as «n a. 

The asymmetry can be attributed to electrode 1 collecting only a small 

St ítatl r1"”"4 rUtlTC 2 + 0 coshlnatlon? Rras^tlally 
IsJLet^e t0 0r a dirty' electrode 1 were the cause of the 

Measurements were subsequently repeated with a current meter to ground (lo) 

8ï0WnJÎ Fiß* 1,4 8hoy8 a Pronounced breakd^T^ the 
negative quadrant. The current to ground (I3) is seen to be small in this case. 

An attempt was made to clean up a possible 'dirty' electrode usina a 
Ei" °r®ated ^ the interelectrode gap with a current of 4 amps at 100 volts. 
Electrode 1 temperature increased to around 900#C. The I-V data af+#*r 
however, were again aèymmetric similar to FigTl.4. breakdown, 

o nn^dltí0nal indicated that a short had developed between electrodes 
2 and G and measurements were terminated on this tube. electrodes 

Subsequently the tube was disassembled in a hot cell where an eropn 
wus discover«! between electrode 1 and Its theraoSupîe.onls'deof^lc“ üo 
served « “ current carrying lead, tte themocouple ras still IntactralthSh 
disconnected from electrode 1, and was sufficiently close to the electrode ^ 

laboratory withVtS' temper®ture reading. A mockup test had been made In the 
were încoîïcïusîve. rciocouple suspended just above an electrode but the results 

coll.eíor8lt1Ve 0f the Z-V äata< ■«“ thermocouple wire served as an ion 
în V ^ a area and resided in the region of the plasma 

the nemtiJ^^e ^ reliction,the currents in this quadrant were small. In 

t^rcSTeÄel 

XpG ends'o^the^ermocouple. Br“kd°’m ^he 

Tube ^ (60 Torr) 

This tube was filled to a pressure of 60 torr with Ne:A (1000:1). 
Temperature data are given in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 

Power 
Level, kw 

100 

500 

1000 

1000 with Cd 

Cold Junction 
on Stem - *C 

40 

103 

160 

70 

Electrode 1 
*C 

127 

351 

516 

166 

Electrode 2 
*C 

137 

383 

561 

199 

Electrode 0 
*C 

133 

354 

510 

194 

typical data for this tube are shown in Pigs. 3.1 to 3.3. An asynmetry of 
current is again apparent similar to that found using tube 2 (20 torr). Although 
tube 3 was not disassembled after Inpile operation, it was considered that the 
marked similarity in the data between tube 2 and tube 3 was sufficient evidence to 
conclude that a connection to electrode 1 had also broken loose on tube 3 and was 
the cause of the current asynmetry. The I-V characteristics obtained using tube 3 
are discussed below with reference to Fig. 11. 

With a broken lead above electrode 1, the current measured .to l(l^) must be traced 
through the weak gamma induced plasma at the end of the broken lead as well as 
through the interelectrode plasma. Ihe I-V characteristics taken with electrode G 
floating are shown in Fig. 3.4. In this case the value of was about 
20^0 less than the value of 1^(=12+¾) when both 2 and G were collecting current 
(V12 = 0) • When electrode G was floating, the potential of G followed closely the 
potential of 2. When electrode 2 was positive (with respect to l) and collecting 
electrons, G was slightly negative with respect to 2j thus the low electron field 
between G and 2 would be capable of diverting some of the plasma electron from G 
to 2. When electrode 2 was negative (with respect to l) and collecting ions, G 
was positive with respect to 2; this would have the effect of diverting some of 
the plasma positive ions from G to 2. 

Ihe voltage across this tube was raised until electrical breakdown occurred 
with high currents similar to the breakdown studies on Tube 2. The characteristics 
observed before and after breakdown are shown in Figs. 3*5 and 3.6 respectively. 
The current to Ii appeared the same before and after bombardment;however, I2 and 
I(j were bigger in magnitude corresponding to a substantial increase in circulating 
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current. In order to measure this circulating current, a resistive load vas 
placed across electrodes 2 and 0 and the characteristic of Pig. 3.7 vas 
observed. This circulating current betveen electrodes 2 and 0 vas possibly 
due to evaporation of uranium from one of the electrodes. This could provide 
a substantial dissimilarity in plasma source in the vicinity of the «man gap 
betveen 2 and 0. 

To determine the effect of electrode 1 on current collected betveen elec¬ 
trodes 2 and 0, the currents I2 and In were measured as a function of Vgj 
with the circuit floating and, Vi2 ■ 0, and at Vi2 ■ + 20 volts. These" 
data are shown in Pigs. 3.8 and 3¾ which are identical. Ip and L. are sym¬ 
metric around V ■ 0 and I2 - -Iq indicating that plasma current was being col¬ 
lected betveen electrodes 2 and G and that the potential to electrode 1 did 
not affect the current collection betveen electrodes 2 and G (because of bro¬ 
ken lead to l). Similar results were observed in Pig. 3.10 which was taken 
with the tube covered with the cadmium shield and consequently at lover current 
levels. These data also support the earlier statement that the connection 
to electrode 1 was broken in similar fashion to that of Tùbe 2. 

Tube 4 (220 Torr) 

This tube was filled to 220 torr of Ne:A (1000:1). The electrode temper¬ 
ature data from the inpile runs are given in Háble 7. 

Power 
Level, kv 

10 

100 

500 

1000 

1000 with Cd 

Cold Junction 
on Stem - °C 

23 

53 

118 

158 

75 

TABLE 7 

Electrode 1 
°C 

35 

151 

392 

572 

168 

Electrode 2 
°C 

35 

Ikk 

36I 

532 

165 

Electrode G 
*C 

35 

137 

333 

478 

165 

At these temperatures thermionic emission from the uranium is negligible compared 
to the measured currents. 
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Variation of The measured I-V^ curves at 1000 kv reactor power are 

shown in Fig* 4.1 for the bare tube and in Fig. 4.2 for the cadmium shielded tube. 
The fission fragment contribution to the ion generation rate is shown 
for each of the reactor power levels in Fig. 4.3. 

In general the 1^-7(where Lp - I2 + Iq) curves at this higher pressure were 
symmetrical about the origin as shown in Fig. 12. 

Figure 12 - Typical I^-V characteristic for 220 torr. 

The current tended to saturate at 10<|V|<20 volts and then increase with 
increased voltage. The currents were about 307. higher in the negative quadrant 
but in fair agreement with the area dependence in the plasma sheath theory(2/— 
that is 

* (3) 

where is the saturated ion current to electrode z with area Az.which is at a 
negative potential with respect to the plasma. It has been shown '^that the 
plasma potential at saturated current is about 0.4 volt above the most positive 
electrode. In the correlation of the data to follow it was found that when Az 
included the guard ring, the data were better fit by equation (3) if the total 
(inside) area of the guard ring was taken as the area of the uranium coated 
surface plus only one half of the peripheral area, i.e. 

AG = A0(U) + ,5 AG(P) = a«- 00 

This reduced effective collection area could be explained by a decrease in the 
ion number density near the uncoated surface at the outer edge of the plasma. 
The correlation of various I-V data with Eq.(3) is given in Table 8. From 
Table 8 for Run 22.8 (see Fig. 4.l) Lp (+20 v)/It(-20v) = .80, I»p (+100 v)/lrp 
(-100 v) = .72 in good agreement with equation (3) where Ai/(A2 + A¿) = .77. 
In contrast to the use of Aç, A/(A2 + Aq^) = .93 and A^ÍAg + Agt) = .65 

The individual I-V curves as illustrated in Fig. I3 were not as symmetric 
as the I[p-V (see Fig. 12 ). 



Figure 13 - I-V characteristics for 220 torr. 

This behavior can be explained in the following manner. When V < 0 electrodes 
2 and G are negative with respect to electrode 1 (see Fig. 7) so that the dis¬ 
tribution of the current between 2 and G is fixed by the ion collection to sur¬ 
faces 2 and G. Since the ions are much less mobile than the electrons the dis¬ 
tribution of the current is fixed by the area ratios. From Table 8 for Run 22.8 
I2(-20v)/Iq(-20v) = .96, Igf-lOOvJ/lgi-lOOv) = .81 in fair agreement with Eq.(3). 

In contrast to using A¿, where = .79, Ag/A^ , i.xk and A^ = .618. 

On the other hand when V > 0, ions are collected on the single electrode 1 
and the distribution of the internal electron current between 2 and G can readily 
take the less resistive path to the nearest electrode, G. It was observed that 
the distribution of current was very sensitive to when V.p > 0 in accord with 
this explanation. The sum of the two currents, however, is symmetrical as depic¬ 
ted in Fig. 12. 

The individual I-V curves for the cadmium shielded run are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The asymmetry of the I2 and Ig curves is similar to the asymmetry observed for 
the bare run (see Fig. 13 also) but the measured currents with the cadmium shield 
were about 0.1 of the currents due to the fission fragments. 

For the cadmium shielded runs, the plasma density outside the electrodes 
should be comparable to that inside the electrodes so that it is more difficult 
to assign the effective ion collecting areas. Nevertheless, as seen from Tfcble 8 
the distribution of ion current follows closely that for the bare runs. 

Variation of T2G In order to investigate the sensitivity of the current 

distribution to a variation of V^, two runs (lOO kw reactor power) were made 
with V12 fixed. These data are presented in Fig. 4.4 for V1P = 0 and in Fig.4.5 
for V12 = + 20 volts. The data for Ig, IG and IT vs V12 are given in Fig. 4.6. 

The shape of these I-V characteristics can be explained by plasma sheath 
considerations. In terms of conventional current, referring to Fig. 6, 

(5) 
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Tbe möttve diagrams for Tig. k.k with V. 
in Fig. 14. 12 " 0 v01*« would take the shapes shown 

1 and 2 

V2G < " 10 volts 

w 
20 

1 ^ 1 and 2 
+ 10 volts < V, 

20 

Figure 14 . Motive diagrams for Fig. 4.4 vith V12 . 0 volts. 

irons by O.^Electrons^ovi^externalirfrom1^ to 1°116^ 4y 1 and 2 and elec, 
on A. and electrons moving «teînally frolTto o ji ^ b' n*as<lred Positive 
A- and negative on A,. F?om TSbk 8 Í ^Í/t í^ ^ ««suif positive on 
= .62 in fair agreement with Eq. (3)’vhire .57! ’ ^^^^V^i+lOOv) 

would ^cläe^Vl^nd^iect^ns8 beJoUect'<i »F 0 electron, 
be measured negative on A while eiei-tw. ^^aally fron 1 back to 0 would 
would be measured positiv? Ta aid nl^V*'^ ^ 2 back to 0 
= .345 and U-100v)/I,(.iooï) ? \\ &ble,8- Ia(-20v)/I (-20v) 
that Eq.(3) loes not ajply^en the^o^nii^ « I“ than VA1 * ,57 *hows 
instead of ions. These data indicate that the ”® surfaces *” collecting electrons 
tive path at the edge of 1 neaTa ?or “y pr0Tlde * '"i"1»“ «»la- 
externally to 0. f0r the internal «o1' ot «lectrons to 1 and then 

The motive diagrams for Fig. 4.5 with V - + on „«n. ^ 
shown in Fig. 15 . S y tfl V12 “ + 20 volts would take the shapes 

^2G < " 20 volts + 10 volts < V«- 
2G 

Figure 15 . Motive diagrams for Fig. 4.5 rtth = + 20 TOlts 
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tte I-Ï cums ln Pig- <*A Tin 
internal flow of Ions and eiectrona voul ^ glectr0<le i i, now biased 20 volte 
Pig. 14 except for the folioving dlffe • n the electrons flow from 
negative with respect to 2 potential than to electrode 1 
the plasma to electrode 2 ^nstj;*®%r ^T+siov than for V10 - 0 volts. Indeed, 
and therefore Ip is muehgreater vhen^ jp ^ 20v^ 0(1 m J&itive (When V^O) 
using Bg. (5) to obtain Indie la,,» *» neeatlve potential rflatlve 
or that electrode 1 1. collecting .ore Ion. d« to the negatl« P«^ ^ ln 

~«VÄ.. - 

parlson of the motive diagrams in Fig. 15- 

Table 8 
G12X-R Ion Current Distribution 

Run No. Reactor 
Power 

21.6 
(T-4 
Cd cover) 

ViVV* •77 tl 

•79 

22.3 
(T-4 
Bare) 

22.5 
(T-4 
Bare) 

(»12=0) 

(ion collec¬ 
tion on outside 
surface of elec 
trodes also sig 
nifleant.) 

vív^ -V 

Ví¿ -v 

A¿/Í1VA2) ¥ 
Vil -5n7 
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jM>e 5 (IKK) Tnrr^ 

tlon and «cky tut» to check out construe- 
««¡ts using a cohalt-60 source to check t0 ^ torr of Hem for e¿ert. 
‘“J2®*1™- «ter analysis of the first serl« technlltu'! durlng^ma 
decided to install Tube 5 in an aiimrt » er*es ^ inpile eaeperinents it vas 
tor to provide data at the hlghe^™^”*'1* run It In the reac- 

Bie electrode temperature data from « s, 
data fro« the Inpll, runs are given m Ihble 9. 

Dable 9 
Power 
Igyel. tar 

Cold Junction 
on Stem. 8C 

10 

100 

500 

1000 

1000 with Cd 

20 

3¾ 

98 

138 

56 

Electrode 1 
°C 

27 
98 

28l 

UOO 

I30 

Electrode 2 
l! 
27 
98 

290 

*13 
I30 

Electrode G 
*C 

26 

80 

244 

326 

129 

temperatures?16810" the uran1“ mrfaces vould he negligible at these 

for the bare tube and^nFlgtVa forthe ”?cJ°r po,l*r are shorn In Pig. 5.1 
fw«»ent contribution to thf Ito gen^«^“/?1118“^ ?**• »» fl.slõí 

he reactor poser levels In Pig, 5.3. ^bare’1«'* Ie 8h<,wi f°r each 

In general the I-V curves »+ 
origin as for Tube 4 (220 torr) Tht*symmetrical about the 
from ihbe 5 (too torr) and Tube k (äo Si îa"î.dÎfference the data 

ÏÏrfent lower for ^e 5. This vas a ZJ8 the currents were about 
to whether all of the internal surfaces v!!fkUP tUbe and there ls 80me doubt as 

ssion fragment range of uranium. The eurT.AC+V!r®d wlth a thickness of one 
SrZTiîrî11 lndlcate that almost me hïïf ?î thí“’ lf<lt to ^ »1th 
In ^ 1Ik!lsr that a combination of poor uí»M,-h ‘“’“l«1 »« left out. It 

the gas fining technl** «mid ^ 

¢.230 Torr - Hn Hn.n<—' 

^S^he^°n^^f a «heck m the level of lonlzatlm 

?rr i^tr ~zt* 
See ^ first at -rious'ea taofnolled í° 23° t0rr 0f »e:A (í000:1) 
the cadmium shield just at 1000 kw reactor S ^ levels and then ^s run in 
tube d îflUCed the level °f i°niLtïon e^hL, t0 866 if the “ tube. With no uranium present the î , Ußh there n° uranium in the 
temperature (25°C). ? nt th6 electrode temperatures were at reactor vaïer 
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The measured I vs curves at 1000 kv reactor power are shown in Fig. 6.1 
for the bare tube and in rig. 6.2 for the cadmium shielded tube. The difference 
between 1^,(bare) and Im(Cd) is shown in Fig. 6.3* Since there was no uranium 
present in this tube, the current difference in Fig. 6.3 is attributed to the 
absorption of lower energy gamma rays in the cadmium shield. 

The current levels from this tube were about 0.1 of the current levels for 
Tube 4 (bare) at the same reactor power levels in agreement with the cadmium 
covered data of ühbe 4. 

The currents for -V.2 were about twice the currents for +V19. This was 
explained by the greater collection of ions on the outside surfaces of the elec¬ 
trodes where (A. + A^) Sá 2A.. When V.. was negative, A_ and Ay, were the control¬ 
ling ion collecting areas. As V 2 was made more negative (<-10 volts), 11 I 
increased more rapidly than |lp| aria is explained by the greater multiplication of 
ions due to the sharp edge and consequent intense electron field on the outside 
of electrode G near electrode 1. 

Mode Change when V12>0. A "splitting" of the I-V curves was obtained 

with this tube when V.g was positive at reactor power levels of source power, 
10 kw and 100 kw as shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 and in the sketch in Fig. ig. 

The critical voltage (V-2 = V ) at which this mode change occurred was also 
a function of reactor power. At 10 kw, V was 30 volts while at 100 kw, V was 
80 volts. The "splitting" was not observSd at 500 and 1000 kw power. c 

„ curves I_ and Ip go through the origin so that there seemed to be no 
circulating current" between 2 and G for V <V . 1=1+ I is a smooth 

curve through V so that the depression of Ip ana the equal increase of I is 
in agreement with the onset of a circulating current from G to 2 at V . ^ 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Theoretical Ion Source Rate 

lhe expression derived for the ion generation rate from fission fragment 
ionization of a noble gas (for one fission fragment and one uranium surface)* 
reduces to the following expression when the Interelectrode gap width, d, Is 
much less than the fission fragment range in the gas, ,: 

dn 
at (6) 

where dn/dt is the ion generation rate per unit volume in ions sec’1 cm’ 
¿f is the fission cross section in cm*1, F is the thermal neutron flux in sec’1 
cm-2, Ri is the range of the fragment in the electrode surface in cm, R2 is the 
range of the fragment in the gas in cmjEf is the fission fragment energy in ev 
and W is the average energy loss in ev per ion pair produced. 

Computations are made at 220 torr and 1000 kw for comparison to the data 
of Tube U which provided the best current measurements. The range ofjthe fis¬ 
sion fragment in a gas is dependent on gas temperature and pressure.For 
this calculation the neon gas temperature was set equal to the electrode tem¬ 

pérature (550 6C) and the tube pressure corrected to 300 torr to obtain 
= 26.2 cm (7) 

In the bonding of the uranium to the zirconium electrode, the uranium foil 
thickness was 19 x 10*1* cm with a density of I8.7 gm cm"3 and the nickel foil 
thickness was 2.5 x 10-^ cm with a density of 8.3 gra cm“3. After melting, the 
density of the U-Ni alloy 1« Py ■ 17.5^ gm cm-3. For an average energy of 
the two fission fragmentsÍE-f - Tinev (av)), the fission fragment range in uran. 
ium is Ru « 6.7 x 10-1* cmand the.range for Ni was taken equal to be that 
for Cu or R... » R » 5.8 x 10-^ cm.'5) The range in the U-Ni alloy is then 

, _ . Hl CU 
given by 

(8) 

and is equal to 6.65 x 10 cm. The U foil was 93/0 enriched in U235 so the 
total fission cross section for the U-Ni alloy is 23.1 cm-1. The average energy 
loss per ion pair was taken from measurements on a particles(°) (W * 36.8 ev/ion 
pair) which are equivalent to fission fragments in energy loss properties. Using 
these values of the constants, dn/dt = 2.h6 x 10^5 ions sec"l cm"^ for 1 fragment 
from 1 uranium coated surface. Summing orer both fragments and both surfaces the 
theoretical ion source rate for tube 4 at 220 torr and 1000 kw power is 

to) = 9.81( X 10« i22£/|S£ 
dtT cm3 

(9) 

* See derivation in Section C of this report. 
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Troa Eq. (8) reference (2) and neglecting the diffusion loss term and the 
ion loss term due to volume recombination, the predicted total saturated currents 
are 

and 

A1 
*1 + lA2 + A¿ ), 

SC U 

Ax * (A2 ♦ A¿) se u 

(io) 

(n) 

where e » 1*6 x 10-1^ 
cm^ »2.0 cm3. 

coulomb and is the interelectrode volume •3 cm x 6.75 

Solving these equations for S and using Ig > .61 ma and I. ■ .75 ma from 
the difference between the bare - cadmium runsb(22.8 - 21.6) atbl000 kw and at 
+ lOv, the measured ion source rate was computed as shown in Table 10 

Table 10 

S (from Is+) 

S (from Ig ) 

S (Experimental average) 

S (Theoretical ) 

4.39 x IO15 ions 

4.I5 x IO15 ions 

U.27 x IO15 ions 

9.8U x 1015 ions 

cm -3 

cm 

cm 

cm 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

The source rate values computed from the measured currents are less than one 
half the source rate calculated from the fission fragment energy loss rate. These 
data indicate that the ion loss rate due to processes such as volume recombina¬ 
tion in the bulk of the plasma are of the same order of magnitude as the measured 
ion collection rate to the electrodes. In Eqs. (lO) and (ll) volume recombination 
loss is neglected and it is assumed that the measured current is made up of ions 
produced throughout the gas volume. These data and the differences between meas¬ 
ured and predicted shape of the I-V characteristics show that the plasma sheath 
£heory is inadequate to describe satisfactorily the operation of these ionization 

Ion Currents Versus Neutron Flux (Reactor Power) 

In order to show the effect of neutron flux (reactor power) on the meas¬ 
ured current, the sum of the measured currents to electrodes 2 and G at V,« = 
-10 volts is plotted versus reactor power in Figs. 12 and l8 for each of the 
tubes. Data at -10 volts is well below ionization potential and on a reason¬ 
ably flat part of the I-V curve. The data from the runs with the tubes cad¬ 
mium shielded are plotted in Fig. 18 and therefore represent the gamma con¬ 
tribution to the ionization. In Fig. I7 the difference in total currents 
between the bare runs and the cadmium shielded runs is plotted and therefore 
represents the fission fragment contribution to the ionization. 

me PlüilliCl UVJilOl XUU, / 

tional to Ireactor power 
rent is approximately p: 

ion to the ion current in Fig. l8 is roughly propor- 
1/2. The fission fragment contribution to the ion cur- 
oportional to reactor power at the higher power levels 
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but to a smaller exponent of the reactor power at lower levels. As the 
reactor power Is increased the temperature of the electrode Increases. In 
addition, the temperature of the gas in the interelectrode volume Increases 
whereas the gas outside the electrodes remains at the tube wall temperature. 
Consequently the gas density in the Interelectrode volume decreases • Each 
curve^in Pig. 17 (and to a lesser extent in Fig. 18 where temperatures are 
lower;, therefore, does not represent a constant gas density even though the 
pressure is constant. 

Ion Number Density From Random Current Considerations 

The ion number density was computed from the random ion current density 
expression «T * n e <v> A where#is the electronic charge in coulombs 
and <v> is the average íón velocity, cm sec*1. In the plasma sheath model 
the random ion current density is related to the measured saturated current, 
*Sz w^ere is the area of the ion collecting electrode which is at 
négative põtential. The I-V curves for the gas filled tubes exhibited no well 
defined saturated current so current values were taken at -10 volts which is 
below the ionization potential. The expression for the ion density in more com 
píete form is 

(12) 

where for I « I = l(+10v) and A = (A + kl) for I - I - l(-10v). 
As an example from Fig. 4.5 at 1000 kw the average temperature of the electrodes 
was 527 C and using this as the ion temperature, ^ » (527 + 273)/11,600 ■ .O69 
ev. Choosing neon as the predominant ion in the plasma M = 3.35 x 10"2° kg and 

n+ = (2. X 3.35 x IQ-86)1/2_J [1¾) I 

100 x (1.6 x lO'19)3''2 x (.069)1/2J a / 

= 2.71 X 10 14 xSzl 
cm -3 (13) 

«0 ; “xu For the in Fiß* 4'3 IqJTot) = .66 ma and Ie (Tot) = 
.02 raa. Using these values together with the electron areas from TaXle 2 and 
Vr V.y2 V the ion number densities at 1000 kw were computed using Eq. 
II3; and the results are shown in feble 10. 

Ion Source 

7 
FF 

FF and y 

Run 

21.6 
22.8 - 21.6 

22.8 

Table 10 

+ / -3\ n (cm from 

WTot> 
.10 x 1010 

2.45 x 1010 
2.65 x 1010 

+/ -3\ n (cm ) from 
íg.ÍTot) 

.11 x 1010 
2.33 x loJ-O 
2.56 x 1010 
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T 
A but to a smaller exponent of the reactor power at lower levels. As the 

reactor power is increased the temperature of the electrode increases. In 
addition, the temperature of the gas in the interelectrode volume Increases 
whereas the gas outside the electrodes remains at the tube wall temperature. 
Consequently the gas density in the interelectrode volume decreases. Bach 
curve in Pig. 17 (and to a lesser extent in Pig. 18 where temperatures are 
lower), therefore, does not represent a constant gas density even though the 
pressure is constant. 

Ion Wumber Density From Random Current Considerations 

The ion number density was computed from the random ion current density 
expression - n+ e <v> A where«is the electronic charge in coulombs 
and<v> is the average fXn velocity, cm sec”1. In the plasma sheath model 
the random ion current density is related to the measured saturated current, 
I * J* A where A is the area of the ion collecting electrode which is at 
negative potential.2 The I-V curves for the gas filled tubes exhibited no well 
defined saturated current so current values were taken at -10 volts which is 
below the ionization potential. The expression for the ion density in more com 
píete form is 

N+ 4 
(2nM) 

1/21 

loo e 372 
Sz 

AZ(T*) 1/5 
.cm -3 (12) 

where A - A. for I« - Iq+ - l(+10v) and A » (A + A¿) for I - Ig - ïi-iOv). 
As an example from FÍg. 4.5 at 1000 kw the averagf temperature õf thS electrodes 
was 527#C and using this as the ion temperature, T? ■ (527 + 273)/11,600 ■ .069 
ev. Choosing neon as the predominant ion in the plasma M = 3*35 x 3.0- an<* 

n 
'(2n X 3.35 X 10“26)1/2__ 

,100 X (1.6 X 10-^)3/2 x ^ ^1/2' 

= 2.71 x 10 
14 (IS) 

. • . For the run in Fig. 4.3 Ig (Tot) = .66 ma and I_ (Tot) = 
.82 ma. Using these values together with the electron areas from Table 2 and 

= + 1/2 Ap, the ion number densities at 1000 kw were computed using Eq. 
(13) and the results are shown in Table 10. 
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Reactor Power, KW 

Figure 17 - Fission fragment contribution to ionization vs 
reactor power. In this plot the gas density in 
the interelectrode gap varies with reactor power. 
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Figure 18 - Gamma contribution to ionization vs reactor power. 
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Volume Recombination 

tnumOOi îïn?r!ÎÎCÂl J*0*1 ion.80urce nte vhlch ws computed from the direct fisaion 
StS °Lne0n at?nfl Wfl found t0 ^ about twice the source rate calcu- 

!!iea8ured curr«»t assuming no volume recombination. If the theoretical 
?te 18 a88Uned correct> thC8e data show that volume rec«- 

raodel! 1 f thC i0n8 18 appreciable and catm°t be neglected in the theoretical 

.. 4lf bhe y®lu®e recombination loss is of the order of the collected current loss 
ln ! ^ °f !he pla8ma mBt be «raater than the values computed ' 

T*®!!? con8iderations. This is readily shown by awdcu- 
lation of the volume recombination loss rate using the ion density from Bible 10 
tt. «onti« 1°„ „te „i^Utive recanblnatlon (¾ . 2.2 , i0.7 «3 ..0-1)(8) 

Tr)B ■ -«(n*)2 - -2.2xl0-7x(2.33xl010)2. -1.19x1o11* sec'^cm"^, (1^) 
This loss rate is much smaller than the difference between the theoretical neon ion 

!üd collected current loss rate and shows that the ion density in 
im T^oßß rVhe SÍaT raí8t be con8lderably hl8her to account for the balanced the 
hv ' j?16 density in the bulk of the plasma cannot be calculated directly 

th® dissociative recombination loss rate of neon ions equal to the differ- 
reasoîîs! ^ °n 80UrCe rate and collected current rate, for the following 

(a) ^dissociative recombination loss of neon ions does not necessarily repre- 
fnüLn net loss of ions from the plasma since metastable states of neon may be 

inüfü6 di8socJative reca"bination which can then ionize the argon atoms. 
aii80 Ie produced in the Plasnia by metastable states of neon which 

aïLs Sis ïenîeLnï0"1 °f the fis8ion ^^ts with neutral neon 
SSzati^ of neín! 0 ^ ^ in addlti°n t0 the direct fl88ion 

ÏLîh?BP^°,nÎtiant ÍOn,ín the Pla8ma is arßon» the ^action controlling loss 
f evidaf 8ince the dissociative recombination loss rate of 

argon ions should be small because of the low concentration of argon atoms. 
«ÍJr ÏT rec°fination is preciable, Eqs. (lo) and (ll) are no longer valid 

entire can no longer be to be 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

made to^id/lf^^^î116 mT important reactions in this complex plasma was 
the iiÜ Ses Predominant ion in the plasma and which reaction limits 

the eîwtÎwipïfFV0W dansity (n^lol5ioiis cm'3) Ne:A(l000:l) plasma in which 
ïmr fi ld E uniform and the excitation and ionization processes sustain- 
E/f f V arîSî from e^ectron-atom collisions. At low values of 
7n?2i , t i the Primary ionization coefficient f) for Ne:A(l000:l) is - 1; x 
10.2 flrs VOltÍ-èflle for “<=" »t the same value of Wv.TÙ XZÏ ï 
10 ion pairs volt ß The marked increase in the value of 7? in neon seeded with 
0.1/o A can be explained in terms of the Pennine effect 0-0) fi L * 
•tion of the electron swarm. ' and the enerßy distribu- 

Por of %-3 in pure neon, the electron energy distribution is such 
i™tJ*rJÏCh+Î0?iZî^ collision.about 60 exciting collisions occur jfllî (The ion- 

Tl v M n:°"’ Vl{Ne) iS 21'56 v> and the first POtÄ? 
is 16.5 V.) A large proportion of these exciting collisions yield neon 
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metastable atoms in the 3P2(l6.62 v) and 3P (16.7I v)^12) states. When the neon con¬ 
tains traces ( 0.1/.) of argon, the relatively large number of high energy long- 
lived neon metastable states can produce appreciable ionization of the argon atoms, 
(V.(A) * 15*76 v), thereby significantly increasing the value of the ionization coef¬ 
ficient, 77 . The electrons which produce the neon metastable states evidently teve 
sufficient energy to ionize the argon atoms directly, but when the concentration of 
argon ions in neon is small ( £ 0.17«), the probability of ionizing argon atoms 
directly by electrons is much.less than the probability of ionizing argon atoms by 
metastable states of neon.'^37 

At higher values of E/p at 100 volts (cm torr)’1 the ionization coefficient 
of the (1000:1) neon:argon mixture is essentially the same as for pure neon (7? ^ 
.015 ion pairs volt”1)l0' because sufficient energetic electrons are available to 
ionize the neon directly. 

The influence of the Penning effect in nuclear generated plasmas then depends 
upon the relative production rate of the metastable states of neon to the production 
rate of primary ions which may in turn depend upon the energy distribution of the 
electrons in the plasma. 

In the neon:argon nuclear generated plasma, the Mev fission fragments would be 
expected to produce first generation ions of neon and argon in the ratio (1000:1) 
of their concentration in the sas. It is known that neon ions in neon gas recombine 
by dissociative recombination.'1^) The dissociative recombination coefficient for 
neon is 0L(Ne) = 2.2 x 10 cm3 sec*1'0', in this process it has.been postulated 
that a molecular neon ion is formed by the three body reaction'1^ 

Ne+ + 2Ne-*Ne2 + Ne (15) 

and the molecular ion then recombines with an electron in a non-radiative capture to 
produce one or more excited states of the neon(7-6) 

Ne2 + e"—»Ne*—-»Ne* + Ne. (16) 

This reaction is thought to be much more probable than the radiative recombination 
of the atomic ion (o^a 10-10 cm3 sec"1) 

Ne + e + hv (17) 
since in the former the dissociation of the molecule occurs very rapidly (x = 10“13 
10 u of the excited state in the later reaction is of order 

The dissociative recombination loss of the neon ion does not necessarily repre¬ 
sent a net loss of ions from the plasma because the metastable excited states of 
neon can be produced by the process given in Eq. (l6) and the probability of destruc¬ 
tion of the metastable neon ion by ionization of an argon atom approaches unity'1?' 

NeM + A- *Ne + A + e' (18) 

Not all of the excited states produced in (l6) decay to a metastable state and, of 
course, (l6) is not the only source of neon metastable states. The argon atoms are 
so dilute that the probability of dissociative recombination (cl(A) = 6.0 x 10-? 
cm3 sec"1)'?7 loss of argon ions (involving first a three body collision between an 
argon ion and two argon atoms) is negligible. Furthermore, the radiative recombina¬ 
tion loss of argon (o^A) = 2 x 10"10 cm3 sec"1)^) is also negligible for the num¬ 
ber densities expected in this study. 

The molecular argon ion can be formed, however, by the three body reaction 

A+ + A + Ne—»A^ + Ne (19) 
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which would then rapidly recombine similar to (l6) 

Ag + e"—»Ag—»A* + A. (20) 

In the afterglow studies of neon : argon plasmas by microwave techniques, H. J. 
Oskam has measured the electron density decay rate and the collision frequency was 
found to be V « 315 [p(Ne) p(A)] where p is the partial pressure of the gas con¬ 
stituent . Oskam attributed the rate controlling reaction to be that given in (19). 
In order to obtain the ion number density using this decay rate, it is necessary to 
know the total ion source rate including the production rate of those ions resulting 
from the fission fragment production of the metastable states of neon. Very little 
is known about the production rate of metastable states by fission fragments but a 
minimum value on the ion number density in the bulk of the plasma may be obtained 
be setting the difference between the computed fission fragment production rate of 
neon (Sfle) ions and the collected ion current density (Sqq^j) equal to Oskam's 
decay rate. q e 

(n+) . fo' C (9-81. - 1..27) « 1015 3-65 X 10u(cm-3) (a) 
' 'min y ” C 

I.52 X 104 
This value is a factor of about I5 times the value obtained from random current con¬ 
siderations in Thble 10. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The current-voltage characteristics from the Ne:A filled glass ionization tubes 
did not exhibit a pronounced current saturation as predicted from the random current- 
plasma sheath model. With the thermionic emission of electrons made negligible in 
the glass ionization tubes this theory predicted current saturation at an applied 
potential less than 1 volt. The experimental I-V curves showed only a tendency 
towards current saturation around 10 volts and then multiplication caused the cur¬ 
rent to increase rapidly with higher voltage. Furthermore, the ion source rate cal¬ 
culated from the measured current using this theory gave a value less than one half 
that predicted for primary neon ionization using the fission fragment energy loss 
rate calculation. It was concluded from these data that volume recombination must 
be a major ion loss mechanism in these plasmas. 

The ion density in the plasma calculated from random current considerations 
gave a value of 2.3 x 10 cm"3 for the 220 torr tube at 1000 kw reactor power. It 

however, that the ion density must be considerably higher than this 
.7 x loll cm"3) Just to balance the source rate from the neon ion produc- 
fran fission fragments. The production rate of neon metastable states by 

fission fragments is not known but could be a significant additional source of argon 
ions which would result in an even higher number density in the plasma. 

Using various circuit configurations the differences in measured currents from 
the electrodes were explained in terms of the random ion current collected at the 
negative electrodes. Ion current distribution between dual ion collecting electrodes 
was proportional to the electrode areas but electron current distribution between 
dual electron collecting electrodes was not proportional to the respective electrode 
areas. This difference in charge behavior was explained by the higher electron 
mobility which permitted electrons to respond more readily to slight differences in 
the electric field near the electrodes. 

The tubes were also run in a cadmium shield to measure the ionization rate 
induced by gamma rays (ionization from photoelectrons produced on the tube parts). 
Gamma induced ionization also occurred outside the electrodes so that it was not 
possible to obtain a direct comparison of gamma induced and fission fragment ioniza¬ 
tion within the interelectrode volume. The total gamma induced ionization, however, 

was shown, 
(n . = 3 
tion^rate : 
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was only a small fraction of the contribution from the fission fragments. 

The two low pressure tubes (20 torr and 60 torr) showed asymmetrical I-V 
curves and subsequent disassembly of the 20 torr tube shoved that a lead had broken 
free from one of the electrodes. From the data it was concluded that an identical 
wire had broken free in the 60 torr tube. The ion currents measured in the UOO torr 
tube were slightly lower than the 220 torr tube. This unexpected result was attri¬ 
buted to the fact that this tube had originally been made as a mockup tube and either 
poor surface coverage of uranium or an error in the gas backfilling step led to a 
reduced ion generation rate. 

The current from the vacuum tube exhibited a pronounced saturation. Analysis 
showed this to be an electron current produced by the combination of electrons eman¬ 
ating from a uranium foil along with the fission fragments and electrons ejected 
from the opposite uranium surface by fission fragment bombardment. From the shape 
of the characteristic it was observed that most of these electrons have kinetic ener¬ 
gies less than UO volts. 

Sufficient data were not taken with these tubes to establish the relationship 
of the ion source rate on gas pressure. The continuation of this program using 
the new ceramic-metal tube design is discussed in the next Section (B; of this 
report. 
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SECTION B 

NOBLE GAS IONIZATION BY FISSION FRAGMENTS 

THEORY AND CERAMIC-METAL DIODE EXPERBCENTS 

ABSTRACT 

Inpile studies on the fission fragment ionization of noble gases are pre¬ 
sented in which an ion chamber of ceramic-metal design was employed. This tube 
had three planar electrodes forming a double diode. One diode was gamma sensi¬ 
tive only, whereas the other had a uranium foil on one electrode. These double 
diodes were operated in monoisopropylbiphenyl oil to eliminate the ion source 
external to the electrodes. Initially a diode was run under vacuum conditions 
in order to measure the energy distribution of electrons accompanying fission. 
These measurements indicated that most of the electrons had energies less than 
40 volts. Detailed studies were then undertaken with gas filled dlodee and it 
was found from these tubes that the current contribution resulting from gamma 
ionization was, in general, only -^1% of that resulting from ionization due to 
fission fragments. Ion source rates for various gas pressures of neon, argon, 
xenon and neon jargon (1000:1) were determined from the experimental current- 
voltage data using a plasma theory based on the assumption that the ion number 
density in the plasma between the two electrode sheaths was limited by volume 
recombination loss. The theory accurately described the shape of the current- 
voltage curves, (l * k V1/2) and enabled values of source rate to be determined 
by a one parameter fit of the theory to the experimental curves. 
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DrnramcN 

A ceramic-metal Ion tube has been designed and operated in order to extend 
the data on ion source rate measurements taken earlier vith the glass ion cham¬ 
ber tube. The construction problems involved vith the glass tube and the deleter¬ 
ious effect of the plasma created external to the electrodes of this chamber, were 
satisfactorily eliminated in the new design by the use of ceramic-metal construc¬ 
tion techniques and oil insulation external to the electrodes. 

Current-voltage data have been obtained on thirteen tubes (to date). These 
tubes have been operated at 2U0 torr with gas fillings of neon, argon, xenon, and 
the (1000:1) neon:argon mixture. In addition, the neon:argon mixture has been 
run at 30, 60, 120 and 400 torr pressure, xenon has been run at 400 torr and a 
tube constructed identical to these gas filled tubes has been operated under 
vacuum conditions. In order to measure leakage currents in the reactor environ¬ 
ment a vacuum tube vas used vhlch contained no uranium. 

The current-voltage data from the glass tubes did not follow that predicted 
from the model which considered tube current to be.controlled by random currents 
flowing to the electrodes from a uniform plasmaTherefore a new model has 
been developed which considers the ion density in the plasma to be controlled by 
volume recombination loss and considers the tube current to be dependent only on 
the loss rate to the electrodes of the charges initially generated in the elec¬ 
trode sheaths. The form of the I-V relationship predicted by this theory is in 
good agreement vith the experimental I-V data and this enabled the ion genera¬ 
tion rate to be accurately determined by the application of the theory to the 
experimental data. 

The report that follows describes the construction details of the ceramic- 
metal ion chamber (hereinafter referred to as ion chamber or tube only), the 
measuring circuits, the plasma theory and the analysis of the data that have 
been carried out so far. 

DESCRIPTION OF TUBE AND MEASURING CIRCUIT 

A drawing of the ion tube is shown in Fig. 1. This is a double diode 
design which allows the simultaneous measurement of gamma induced current (in 
the upper chamber) and the current induced by fission fragments plus gamma 
radiation in the lower chamber which contains uranium. The current resulting 
from fission fragment ionization alone can thus be measured directly. 

The bottom electrode subassembly was made in a one step vacuum brazing 
operation. The enriched uranium foil ( O.OOO5 in. thick) was bonded to the 
tantalum disc as a uranium-nickel alloy. This tantalum support disc and the 
tantalum backup disc were copper brazed to the Kovar electrode in vacuum. The 
high density alumina to Kovar brazes (copper) were made in hydrogen and the two 
subassemblies were joined by a heliarc weld. After bakeout on an ultra-high 
vacuum system (p 10*9 torr) the tubes were back-filled to the desired pressure 
with Aireo reagent grade noble gases. The six small holes in the center elec¬ 
trode permitted equalization of the pressures in the two volumes. A photograph 
of the completed tube is shown in Fig. 2. 

For the inpile runs four tubes were mounted on one lava block as shown in 
Fig. 3 which in turn was supported from a flange at the top of the 4 foot alum¬ 
inum containment chamber. The entire assembly was immersed in oil (monoisopro- 
pylbiphenyl) in this chamber. A valve on the flange was connected to l/4 inch 
poly flow tubing which extended, with the lead wires, to the top of the 20 foot 
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Figure 2 - Completed Ceramic-Metal Ionization Tube 
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support tube. A gauge and valves at the top of the 20 foot tube permitted moni¬ 
toring of the gas pressure above the oil and also permitted pumping out the gas 
formed from the radiolytlc decomposition of the oil. A calculation of the radio- 
lytic gas release and experimental measurements on gas evolution are presented 
in Appendix A. 

The circuit originally conceived for this tube vas the dual bias circuit 
of Fig. 4. The intent was to measure a current induced by fission fragment ioni¬ 
zation alone from the difference between the currents in the uranium coated 
chamber and ganna sensitive chamber. Iftus a dual power supply with a coupled 
variable speed motor drive unit was employed to vary the voltage from -100 volts 
to +100 volts across both chambers. Battery operated ammeters and voltmeters 
were used in this circuit to minimize ac pickup. The outputs of a given volt¬ 
meter and amneter were connected to an x-y pen recorder for recording an I-V 
characteristic. Thus any single chamber current, (A^Ag) or a net current, (A.) 
could be swept out on the x-y recorder. ^ 

The Initial data taken with this circuit (Fig. 4) Indicated a marked asym¬ 
metry in the I-V characteristic for both chambers for the neon-argon filling. 
This was considered to be due to plasma coupling between diode volumes (to be 
discussed later). With the center electrode negative with respect to the uran¬ 
ium electrode, plasma coupling was not observed and under these conditions the 
current from the gamma chamber was only of order l7* of the neutron chamber cur¬ 
rent. These data Indicated that the need for measuring a net current in order 
to determine the individual fission fragment contribution to current was not neces¬ 
sary in the present experiment and consequently A. served only as a check on cir¬ 
cuit behavior. Also it was observed that plasma coupling could be reduced or in 
most cases eliminated by operating the tube with a single bias power supply. This 
is shown in Fig. 5 where the outer electrodes had a common potential. For this 

Figure 5 - Single Bias Circuit for Ion Chamber Experiments. 

circuit the current from the neutron chamber and the gamma chamber were recorded 
independently on the x-y recorder. Meter A was read to check on circuit con¬ 
tinuity and leakage. The polarity conventions for the data presented in this 
report for each of these circuits are shown in Fig. 6. 
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THEORY 

The ionizing source rate S is obtained from the experimental I-V data by 
using a plasma theory which predicts I-V curves in monatomic noble gases for dif¬ 
ferent values of S. The theoretical model is based on the assumption that the 
source rate S is uniform throughout the interelectrode volume and that the ion 
number density in the plasma (n4 ~ n“ = ru) between the two electrode sheaths is 
limited by volume recombination loss (a). Therefore, 

s * “ np • d) 
In the electrode sheaths it is assumed that the volume recombination loss 

can be neglected. That is, the average time spent by the charge carriers in the 
sheaths is very much less than the average recombination time. The electrons and 
ions which are lost to the electrodes are considered to be only those initially 
generated in the sheaths, and the rate at which these charges are transported 
to either electrode depends on the applied potential. 

The factor limiting current output is expected to be the rate at which ions 
can be moved to the cathode .* This results from the fact that electrons have a 
mobility much higher than that of ions and are consequently more readily moved to 
the anode. The ion and electron loss rates from both sheaths must, however, equal, 
ize and this is achieved by the creation of an electron space charge field at the 
anode which retards the flow of electrons from the plasma to the anode. A poten¬ 
tial drop of the order of a few tenths of a volt across the anode sheath(l) 
(0 £ X < a, Fig. 7) would be sufficient to equalize the electron and ion loss 
rates to the electrodes for the currents ma, and to a first approximation, this 
potential drop may be neglected in comparison with the applied potentials (5 - 
100 volts) used in the experiment. Furthermore, it can be shown that the electric 
field in the plasma, E , is small for currents ma, and the potential drop V 
across the plasma may be neglected without much error. ^ 

* Cathode is used to define the cold electrode with negative polarity whereas 
anode refers to the cold positive electrode. 
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Figur« 7 • Pot«nti< , Ion D«niity and Fiold Distribution for th« Plasma Modal. 

Under these conditions, the external potential V applied to the electrodes 
is very nearly the potential drop Vb across the cathode sheath (d - b < x < d 
Fig. 7), and therefore the I-V characteristic for the ionization tube can be ' 
approximately derived as shown below by a study of the I-V, relationship in the 
cathode sheath. D 

nor-on0? íd Í ï ßl 0 < z < b (where z = x - (d - b), Fig. 7) between plane 
parallel electrodes of infinite extent. The basic particle equations for elec¬ 
trons (-) and ions(+) are 

- n- dn" - _ - r =-D di En 
r = -d diEn 

(2) 

(3) 

d = cl = 
dz dz M, (5) 

r 

r?ere [l* the current density of particles, D the diffusion coefficient and u 
the mobility coefficient. It is assumed that ions generated in the anode sheath 
ao not significantly contribute to the ion current at the cathode. (The field 

onn^S^thp aníe Sheath tend/ w d/ive the ions Produced in the sheath into the 
anode.) For the values of E(z)/p (p the gas pressure) which occur in the experi- 
ments considered he« (< E(z)/p> ^3 V(cn, tcrr)-ljthe Ion diffusion termT 

is small in comparison wilh the mobility term and will therefore be neglecte! 
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Using Eqs. (3) and (5) and integrating yields immediately 

Sz / 
T" (z 
H+E 

0) (6) 

which evidently can satisfy the approximate/boundary condition E-*E when 
2^0 for finite n . (Pbr z s.0, n ■ |£r'2). ^ 

Substituting this value of n in Poisson's equation 

dE e /+ - \ e * / + 
3z ■ 7“ Vn - n ) at — n (n n*) (7) 

and integrating with the boundary conditions E-^E when z -»0 gives the 
field distribution in the sheath: ^ 

e S 1/2 
z. (8) 

Nov at z « b, n- a¿0, and thus the net particle current Pf. P+ - P") is^S.b 
provided b «d. Using b = « jL (j in amps cm'2) and Eq.(8), the potential 

drop across the cathode sheath is found to be 

vb - [>> S3 |i+ €.0 e3 ] '1/2 J (9) 

which is approximately equal to the potential drop V across the ionization tube. 
If the source rate S is written in the form S'F'^' where F is the neutron flux 
and S' the ionizing source rate per unit neutron flux, then from Eq. (9) 

., t f 3 lA , 3A 3A 1/2 
I * A(v €o e3) (S') F V (10) 

where l(amps) is the current measured over an electrode surface of area A* This 
equation will, of course, be valid only as long as the sheath thickness b is less 
than the gap separation d. When b becomes equal to d at a value of V = V say, 
the current I saturates at a value I which is independent of V for value! of 
V »V . From Eqs. (8) and (9) the values of I and V are evidently 

e d A S. 

1/2 
e S 

4 € + 

(11) 

(12) 

For a given value of S, the ion number density in the plasma (b « d) can be 
determined using Eq. (l). The ion density in the cathode sheath (n ) for b « d 
can also be readily found in terms of S from Eqs. (6) and (8): 

1/2 

n 
s ¢, 
e n 

(IS) 

When the current saturates ( b = d) at low values of source rate, then the ion 
number density (n^) across the diode can be determined directly from the value 
of the saturation current by combining Eqs. (ll) and (13) to give 

+ 1 
n =- 
s e 

£o s 
H+ Ad 

I V2 
(14) 
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Bie parabolic dependence of current upon voltage given in Eq. (10) (when 
V«Vg) will break down when V becomes small and diffusion terms become signifi¬ 
cant. In addition, for large values of E(z)/p in the sheath, the electrons can 
acquire sufficient energy to cause appreciable multiplication of the current by 
electron-atom collisions and this.effect is likely to be of particular iqportance 
in a (1000:1) neon:argon mixture.'^ Attempts are currently being made to Include 
these effects and generalize the theory. 

DAÜÄ ANALYSIS 

The data on all tubes were obtained in the same reflector position of the 
University of Michigan reactor. An absolute neutron flux calibration for each 
tube position was made in a mockup of the four tube assembly using gold foil 
activation techniques. Current-voltage data were obtained at reactor power 
levels of 10, 100, 1000 kilowatts for all tubes and also at 2000 kilowatts for 
the last two sets of four tubes (the maximum reactor power level was increased 
during this program). Table 1 gives the neutron flux values at the four tube 
positions along with a summary of the ion chambers as they were located in the 
four foot aluminum (Al) containment tube. Gas pressure is given in torr units 
(l torr = 1 ram Hg). The designation Ne:A is for the mixture of neon and argon 
containing 0.1^, argon. 

Table 1 

Neutron Flux and Ion Chamber Summary 

Position Neutron ELux 
n/sec ctn at 
2000 kw 

Al Tube 1 Al tfube 2 
Torr - Gas 

TTMe 3- 
Torr - Gas 

Ai üüube 4 
Torr - Gas 

T1 
(top) 1.23 x 1013 60 Ne:A 30 Ne:A 

<
 

o
 

T2 1.29 x 1013 60* Ne:A 120 Ne:A 240 Xe 

T3 1.27 x 1013 
Vacuum (no 
uranium) 

Vacuum (with 
uranium) 

400* Ne:A 400 Xe 

T4 1.19 x 1013 240 Ne:A 240* Ne:A 240 Ne 

The tubes marked * were processed together and may have become slightly 
contaminated with air from the breakage of a glass-covered iron slug within the 
manifold during gas filling. New tubes at 60 and 240 torr were built to see if 
the data in the * tubes were affected by this incident. There was no marked dif¬ 
ference between I-V characteristics so the data from the * tubes are considered 
equally valid. Operation of two 60 torr tubes in one Al tube and two 240 torr 
tubes at the same position in different Al tubes checked reproducibility of dif¬ 
ferent tubes filled to the same pressure and also checked neutron flux reproduci¬ 
bility between reactor runs. 

The overall leakage resistance of the ion chambers mounted in the Al tube 
and attached to the 20 ft support tube was measured prior to operation inpile. 
This resistance was of order 10^-0 - 10^ ohms. 

A check on leakage current inpile at 1000 kw was made by .running a vacuum 
ceramic-metal tube with no uranium. This varied from 10^0 ohms to 2.5 x 10° 
ohms over a period of several hours and was observed to be influenced by the 
presence of radiolytic gas above the oil in which ionization from radiation could 
take place. Pumping out this gas increased the resistance. These tests indica¬ 
ted that for the current levels observed in the gas-filled tubes the current 
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leakage external to the diode vas negligible. Radiolytic gas vas pumped out only 
vhen it approached atmospheric pressure - initially the space above the oil vas 
evacuated. 

The gamma radiation Intensity at the position of the ion chambers vas 3.4 x 
10' Rad/hr at 2000 kv. This value can be scaled directly at 100 and 1000 but not 
necessarily at 10 kv where gamma flux from residual activity due to previous opera¬ 
tions at high reactor pover may be appreciable. 

The nuclear heat generated in the uranium foil vas computed to be 77 vatts 
for an average neutron flux of 1.25 x 10*3 n sec'1 cm"2 at 2000 kv reactor pover. 
This heat vas generated over a foil 2.85 cm2 area. The temperature of the uran¬ 
ium bearing electrode of the lover ion chamber vas monitored with a chromel- 
alumel thermocouple. In addition a thermocouple vas placed several inches above 
the ion chamber assembly to monitor reservoir oil temperature. Háble 2 gives the 
average measured values of electrode and oil temperature at 1000 and 2000 kv 
for the 3 tube assemblies employed (the individually recorded temperatures did not 
differ significantly from these average values). Evidently these temperatures 
were sufficiently low to assure negligible thermionic electron emission in the 
tubes. 

Táble 2 

Temperature Data 

Reactor Power Uranium Electrode Oil Reservoir 

1000 kv 183 #C 97 #C 

2000 kw 205 °C 105 #C 

Fission Chamber Data 

In order to apply the one-dimensional model discussed in the preceding sec¬ 
tion to the analysis of the experimental I-V data from the ionization tube, the 
ion collection area, A, vas taken to be the total area of the 1 inch diameter 
electrodes. The uranium was bonded to a 3/4 inch diameter disc in the center of 
the electrode 1 (see Fig. 1) and the source rate would not be expected to be 
uniform throughout the interelectrode volume. Using the one dimensional model 
and the total collection area results in the determination of an"average source 
rate, 3," which should have the same functional dependence as Eq. (10). The 
average source rates obtained for the various gases can be compared directly since 
the geometry was the same for all the tubes tested. 

The plasma model predicts that vhen the sheath thickness b is less than the 
gap separation d (Eq.(lO)), the current I is (i) dependent on V1/2 for a constant 
value of F, or (ii) dependent on f3/4 for a constant value of V. In addition, the 
theory gives the value of the potential at which the current saturates (Eq.(l2)), 
when b becomes equal to d, and also gives the value of this saturated current 
(Eq.(ll)), in terms of F (or S'F) and d. The following data (Figs. 8, 9; 10 and 
ll), obtained with the positive quadrant configuration of the single bias circuit 
(right hand side of Fig. 6(a)), are presented to show that the above predictions 
were accurately verified experimentally in the fission chamber. The value of the 
average source rate 3 (=S'F) could, therefore, be determined by adjusting this one 
parameter in Eq. (lO) to give a least-mean-square fit to the experimental I-V 
data. 
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The fit of the experimental 1-V data to Eq. (lO) for neon, argon and xenon 
at a neutron flux of 1.2 x Kr’ sec*1 cm*2 i® shown In Fig. 8. (The values of ion 
mobility for.these pure gases and the neon:argon mixture discussed below were taken 
from Brown.)'4' The fit to Eq. (lO) is good for neon and argon over the entire 
voltage range (5 a V »100) while for xenon the theoretical curve is about lOT. low 
for V less than 20 volts. The increasing current values (at constant voltage) for 
the gases in the order neon, argon and xenon reflect the increase of fission frag¬ 
ment energy loss and average source rate with higher atomic mass. 

The experimental I-V curve for the neon-argon mixture at 2^0 torr and F * 
1.2 x IQIj sec-1 cm"2 is compared with the pure neon experimental and theoretical 
data in Fig. 9. For V less than 25 .volts the current for the neonsargon is about 
twice that for pure neon. The rapid increase in the current with voltage for 
neon:argon above 25 volts is attributed to electron impact ionization in the 
sheath. The neon:argon curve below V = 25 volts was fitted to Eq.(lO) with a 
value of § = 1.6 x K)!” sec”1 cra”3. The increase in S for neon:argon over that 
for pure neon (S = O.75 x 1016 sec“1 cm”1) is attributed to ionization of the 
argon atoms in collisions of the second kind with metastable states of neon. 

The fit of the experimental data with theory at lower neutron flux is shown 
in Fig. 10 for the pure gases. Using current values at a constant value of poten¬ 
tial V * 50 volts and reactor power levels of 10, 100, 1000 and 2000 kw, the cur¬ 
rent is shown versus the neutron flux on a log-log plot. The theoretical curves 
were obtained from Eq.(lO) using a value of S'(= o/F) for each gas determined 
from the previously found value of 3 at F = 1.2 x 1013 sec"1 cm"2. It is seen 
from this plot that the predicted dependence of current on the three quarters 
power of neutron flux is in good agreement with experiment (for the arbitrarily 
chosen value of V = 50 volts) at these lower values of neutron flux. 

A ccroparison of predicted and measured saturated current at a low source .. 
rate as shown in Fig. 11 for pure neon at 240 torr and neutron flux of 6.2 x lO10 
sec-1 cm_2. Using the experimentally determined value of source rate and the 
diode spacing of d = 0.274 cm, the predicted saturated current was Ig = 8.36 x 
10-° for V »Vg = 85.5 volts. The measured saturated current was 8.1 x 10"° amps 
for V » ^ 83 volts. Thus the agreement between the measured and predicted satu¬ 
ration currents was within 3^0. 

It was concluded from these results (Figs. (8), (9), (lO), (ll)) that the 
plasma theory could adequately account for the observed experimental data. Con¬ 
sequently, the average fission fragment source rates for neon, argon, xenon and 
the neon:argon mixture were determined by fitting the theoretical I-V expressions 
to all the experimental I-V data as indicated in Figs. (8), (9), and (ll). The 
results are shown in Table 3 for experimental I-V data obtained using both the 
positive and negative quadrant configurations of the single bias circuit (Fig.6(a)). 
Additional experimental data with fit to theory are exhibited at the end of this 
report. Figures (l2) to (20) represent typical fits of theory to experiment for 
various values of gas pressure (30 - 400 torr) and reactor power (lO, 100, 1000, 
2000 kw) for neon, argon and xenon over the potential range -100 ■« V 100 volts, 
and for the neon:argon mixture over the potential range -25 ^ V « 25 volts, where 
the additional electron ionization rate due to the electric field across the 
cathode sheath was considered negligible in comparison with the fission fragment 
ionization rate. 

For a constant value of neutron flux it may be seen from Table 3 that the 
source rate for a given gas increases with pressure, and that for a given pres¬ 
sure in the case of the pure gases (240 torr), the source rate increases with 
increasing atomic mass. This dependence of source rate on gas pressure and 
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atomic mass can evidently be attributed to the Increase in fission fragment energy 
loss in the gas with increasing pressure and atomic mass. 

Table 3 also shows that the values of source rate determined from the nega¬ 
tive quadrant I-V data (S') are, in general, less than the values of source rate 
determined from the positive quadrant I-V data (5*). The values of 8* and 8* 
are approximately equal only at the lowest pressures for the neon:argon mixture 
and for the 240 torr pure neon data. Now the application of the present theory 
to a particular set of experimental I-V points enables a determination to be made 
of the value of the average source rate in the cathode sheath only and in most 
cases the cathode sheath thickness is small compared with the electrode separa¬ 
tion d. If the average source rate changes with distance from the uraniun sur¬ 
face, due for example to the attenuation in the gas of fission fragments from the 
uranium-coated electrode, then the average source rate near the surface of the 
center electrode can be measurably less than the average source rate near the 
uranium surface. (The influence of geometric factors which can give rise to dif¬ 
ferences in the values of S* and 5“ is discussed in Section C of this report.) 
Reference to Pig. 6(a) indicates that in the positive quadrant (54-), the cathode 
sheath is adjacent to the uranium surface, and in the negative quadrant (S") the 
cathode sheath is adjacent to the center electrode surface. Thus, on the basis 
that the source rate is non-uniform only because of the partial attenuation of 
the fission fragments in the gas, it would be expected that 5+ » 8" as shown in 
Table 3* This table also indicates that when the attenuation of fission fragments 
is expected to be least, i.e. for low pressures (neontargon) and low atomic mass 
(pure neon), the percentage difference between 5+ and S- is least, whereas when 
the attenuation of fission fragments is expected to be largest for high pressure 
and high atomic mass (xenon at 400 torr) the percentage difference between 5+ 
and 5- is largest. 

For the purpose of evaluating the ion number density in the plasma under 
given conditions, the value of source rate used is Sj,=5+ + S’ t The values of 

Se for xenon, argon, neon and neon:argon at 240 torr and a neutron flux of 
1.2 X lO1’ sec"* cm*2 are shown in Thble 4. 

TABLE 4 

Ion Source Rate and Ion Number Density 

p = 240 torr 
F = 1.2 X 10^3 sec"! cm"2 

Sg (x 10‘16) sec’1 cm‘^ Experimental 

Xenon Argon Neon (l000:l) 
Neon:Argon 

4.0 1.7 0.75 1.5 (application of 
plasma model to 
I-V data) 

n+ (x 10’1L) cm’-5 From (Sg/a)1/2 1.4 1.7 1.8 

n+ (x 10’11) cm’^ From Se/v 
(A++A+Ne-»*A2 + Ne) 

8.3 

For the pure gases, the number density in the plasma(n+=n_)is determined using 
Eq.(l) where the values for the recombination coefficient (dissociative) in 
xenon (a = 2 x 10-° cm3 sec"!),argon(û!=6xl0"^ cm^sec"!) and neon (a = 2.2 x 10“7 
cm3 sec-!) are taken from Richardson,(5) Biondi'°' and Connor and Biondi^) 
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respectively • It le seen fro. feble k thet the valueefcr nlnthe pure g»«» 
under the eeoe experlnental condition, ere not nerkedly different (1.» to 1.0 x 
10U ions cn-3). For the neon:ergon mixture, the Ion l0** ^ 
complicated and theee have been prevlouely dlacueeed In 4eJ»^ }” A 
tMe report. It van concluded there thet the reaction controlling the net rate 
of dlHWance of lone fr« the plan va. the tteee body r«ectlon, A*£»e-» 
? t fcVthe molecular arg« lone then rapidly dleappharlng by dl.iocl.tive recae- 
h?ruition with electrons. The collision frequency for this reaction has been meas- 

a*™; fid to be V -Wfc) P(A)-«;1 
... Tire saure (torr) of the constituent gases. The ion number density in 
thiafease is therefore given by h+«^v which,under the conditions listed in 
¿ble 4, yields a value of 8.3 x 10^ions cm-3. This demonstrates that plasmas 
of higher number density can be generated a Penning-type mixture than in the 

pure noble gases alone. 

The next section of this report (Section C) outlines how the source rate 
h penrjuted theoretically from a study of fission fragment energy loss in a 
yTliXn^Äa». geemetry, Ith complete cove«*, of ««»1» on 

one electrode, the source «te at each point In the gas can be readily «1™* 
lated However, for the purpose of comparing theory with the average value of 

rSnSirSLd experimentally, it is essential to takeinto account the 
finite geometry of the diode and partial coverage of the electrode surface with 
uranium® and Sis study has not yet been completed. EecttoiC Indicates how the 
theoretical problem of determining source «te Is being undertaken. 

Gnirrnft Chamber Data 

The data from the gamma sensitive volume of the ion chamber exhibited 
currenf^i?uSrthat Sere generally of order ij. of the neutron chamber current. 
The shapTof the I-V characteristic varied considerably between the various 

gases and depended on the circuit employed. 

That data from the single bias circuit (Fig. 6(a)) which appeared to have 
I a Vl/2-wïre used in a least-square-fit to theory to obtain the ion source rate. 
Ttese source «tes are given In feble 5 and the I-V data for these results are 
shown In Figs. 21, 22 and 23. The source rate Is symmetric In that both qua- 
drants give approximately tie seme value for S. The magnitudes of these source 
rates are from 50 - 100 times smaller than those obtained from the previous 
analysis6 ofthe neutron chamber data for the same pressures and reactor power 

levels. 
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TABLE 5 

Average Ion Source Rate from Qaana Ionization 

? Positive Quadrant I-V fit to Theory 

8- Negative Quadrant I-V fit to Theory 

Ion Source Rate 8 8- 
(ions cm“3 sec”*) 

Gamma Flux 1;7 * ^ 
(Rad hr-1) (10 kv) _ 

Gas 

Argon 

Pressure 
(Torr) 

240 8.2 X 10U 

8.0 X 1011 

”1 

12 
4.7 X 10__ 

Xenon 240 4.8 X 1012 

400 
12 '• 

9.0 X 10 
12 

9.0 X 10 

The data obtained for the double bias circuit (Fig. 6(b)) were very sensi¬ 
tive to the relative potential of the third electrode (in the case of the ufanium 
electrode). The current in the gamma chamber was very asymmetric and is sche¬ 

matically exhibited in Fig. 24. 

Figure 24 - Gamma chamber current for 60 torr neon-argon at 1000 kv. 
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The current In the neutron chamber under these conditions also exhibited 
an asymmetry as shown In Pig.25. where the dashed line shows the data with meter 

open. 

Figure 25 - Neutron chamber current for 60 torr neon-argon at 1000 kw. 

This anomalous current behavior was explained qualitatively In the follow¬ 
ing way. For the polarity applied in the positive quadrant, it Is possible for 
electrons from the high density plasma in the neutron chamber to leak through the 
'weep' holes in the center electrode into the gamma chamber under the influence 
of the electric field in the gamma chamber. At a sufficiently large positive 
potential (now the sum of both cheunbers) these electrons can cause multiple ioni¬ 
zation in the gamma chamber with a subsequent large increase in plasma density 
in this volume. The additional current extracted from this plasma can divide 
itself between current in the gamma chamber (increase in A2) and current in the 
neutron chamber through leakage in the holes (increase in A],). This observa¬ 
tion shows a feature similar to the Gabor triode(9) in which a collector grid is 
located between an emitter and plate in a gas filled tube. Thermionic electrons 
in this case leak through the grid and are accelerated in the grid collector 
space to produce ions which leak back to the emitter grid space to neutralize 
space charge. In our present experiment the electron source for this multiplica¬ 
tive ionization effect is a fission fragment generated plasma rather than therm¬ 
ionic electrons. 

Vacuum Tube Data 

The vacuum tube I-V data obtained with the single bias circuit is shown 
in Fiff. 26 and 27 for 1000 kw. Data at 100 kw and 10 kw showed a similar shape 
to these I-V characteristics. The neutron chamber data of Fig. 26 exhibits a 
saturation similar to that of the glass ion chamber (Section A). The asymmetry 
in current is attributed to the difference in yield between the secondary elec¬ 
tron! emission generated by the fission fragments in the uranium and Kovar elec¬ 
trodes . 

£he current components measured in Fig. 26 are depicted in Fig. 28. These 
are: 1^, due to fission fragments, I’ due to secondary electrons emitted simul¬ 
taneously with the fission fragment and I" due to secondary electrons generated 
by the fragments striking the opposite Kovar electrode. 
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Kovar Electrode 

Uranium on Kovar Electrode 

figure 28 - Currente generated ln racuu» from one fiseloning electrode. 

FiSrÄHS.M'trÄ 
îorrespond to 

!(♦) - IJ 

l(-) = Ig 

The yield of secondary electrons per flssl» ^ 

computing I"/elW “h*” e ls electronl^ ^ r8' ® „ m i/zt. T V idiere 

secondary ratios are tabulate t data at 50 volts are used for 
MÄ^"ir «reÄ^.U exponent as 

measured with the gamma chamber. 

TABLE 6 

Secondary Electron Yield per Fission Fragment 
(Electrons/Fission Fragment) 

Uranium 
Electrode 

191* 

150 

1½ 

Kovar 
Electrode 

103 

96 
86 

ver Level 
(kw) 

10 

100 

1000 

This variation of secondary yield vrtth reactor Pov«r ^en0t 

Cent «Îss^ is praportioril to flux and that the flux is accurately given 

{ the reactor power measuring system. 
mu mi„«ac nf electron yield for uranium are consistent with electron 

leld’data reported for uranium less than 1 range thick and extrapolated to 

range.(l°) 
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The electron current observed In the ganma chamber (Fig. 2?) arises from 
the photoelectric emission of electrons by the interaction of gamma radiation with 
the diode electrodes. The asynmetry in the I-V characteristic (more current in 
the negative quadrant) may be due to an asymmetric electron source distribution 
within the ganma chamber. 

Sunmary and Conclusions 

A method has been developed for the measurement of the average ion source 
rate in a noble gas plasma generated by fission fragment ionisation. 

A theoretical current-voltage characteristic has been derived from a model 
which considers the plasma to be recombination controlled except in the sheaths 
at the electrodes. The theory fits current-voltage data well in neon, argon and 
xenon out to 100 volts and in neon:argon (1000:1) out to 25 volts (ionisation by 
electron impact is significant in neon:argon beyond this voltage.) 

3he experimental data also follow the predicted variation of current with 
neutron flux which gives further credence to the theoretical plasma model devel¬ 
oped. 

!fte least-mean-square fit of the theory to the experimental 
current-voltage data was used to evaluate an average value of 
ion source rate. 3he ion source rate for the (1000:1) 
neon-argon mixture was higher than for pure neon by a factor of about 2. This 
increase in ion source rate was attributed to argon ionisation by collisions of 
the second kind with metastable neon states. The ion density ascribed to the 
neon:argon tube at 2^0 torr was 8.3 x lOll ions cm“3 in a neutron flux of 1.2 x 
10^ 8ec" c®“ • The ion densities in the other gases under the same pressure 
and flux conditions were significantly less, viz., argon: I.7 x 1011 cm-3 
neon: 1.8 x Kr1 cm‘J and xenon: l.U x 1011 cm”3. 

Concurrent with the investigation of fission fragment ionization rates, a 
study was made of the noble gas ionization rate due to gamma radiation. It was 
found that for gamma radiation intensities in the range lo5 to 10Î Rad/hr (the 
corresponding neutron flux range was ^ loll to 10l3 sec"1 cm’2), the source rate 
due to gamma induced ionization was in the region of 50 to 100 times less than 
the source rate due to fission fragments. 

Using a vacuum chamber containing uranium, an approximate determination 
was made of the yield of secondary electrons per fission fragment emitted from 
the uranium. For reactor power in the range 10 - 1000 kw, the electron yield 
per emitted fission fragment was — 140 - 200. An estimate of the secondary 
electron yield from a Kovar surface due to the incidence of fission fragments 
over the same range of reactor power, gave — 80 - 100 electrons per incident 
fission fragment. 
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APPENDIX A 

Radlolytlc Decomposition of Oil 

The radlolytlc gas generation rate for monoisopropylbiphenyl (Monsanto 
Chemical Company) oil was reported.to be O.76 ml of gas (STP)/ral of fluid 
exposed for a radiation dose of 109 Roentgen (Monsanto Bulletin AD 36). A 
gamma dose of 101° Roentgen is equivalent to 1 x 101° NVT of thermal neutrons 
or 2.5 X 101? NVT of fast neutrons. The radlolytlc gas generation rate was 
calculated for a thermal neutron flux of 5 x 1012 cm-2 sec"1 (approximate average 
over the oil volume 1 MW reactor power) with a cadmium ratio of 4 for a 1 hour 
exposure of 250 ml of this oil (in a 57O ml volume) as follows: 

Thermal Neutron Contribution 

5 x 1012(NV) x 3600 (T) .76 ml gas 

1 X 1010(OTT) * 011 

250 ml oil 760 ton* oCJ 
x —t— = 8.5 torr 320 ml gas 

Fast Neutron Contribution 

5 x 1012(NV) x 36OO(T) 

3 x 2.5 x 1017(NVT) 

Total pressure change = 19A torr in 1 hour. 

.76 ml gas 25O ml oil 76O torr 
ml oil X x 320 ml gas = IO.9 torr 

A six hour irradiation was made of 250 ml of oil while pressure was moni¬ 
tored. The pressure gauge reading changed linearly with time from 29 in. Hg 
(vacuum condition on starting) to 25 in. Hg or a change of 4 in. Hg. The pre¬ 
dicted change for this period was 6 x 19.4 x 30/76O = 4.6 in. Hg which is in 
reasonably good agreement. 

The support tube was initially evacuated at the start of a run and build up 
to one atmosphere radiolytic gas pressure took about 6 hours (the oil volume is 
greater than in the test run above). This gas was evacuated into a balloon for 
storage and subsequent release when the gas activity decreased to a tolerable 
level. 
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Explanatory Note for Figure» 12-23 

These figures show the comparison of the theoretical current-voltage 
curve (O) with experimental data (X) for a particular ion chamber and 
neutron flux. Pertinent data on the chamber along with the source rates 
computed from the fit of theory to experiment (in each quadrant) are listed 
in the following order on each figure. 

Run Number Tube Position Neutron Flux Source Rate Computed 
for Negative Quadrant 

Gas Pressure Source Rate Computed Reactor Power 
Tot Positive Quadrant 

The data for Figures 12-20 are for neutron chambers whereas 
Figures 21-23 for gamma chambers (in this case the word Gamma is 
substituted for the Neutron Flux in the tabulation). 

Figure 

12 

13 

Ik 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Gas 

Ne:A 

Ne:A 

Ne:A 

Ne:A 

Ne:A 

Neon 

Argon 

Xenon 

Xenon 

Argon 

Xenon 

Xenon 

Summary 

Pressure 
(torr) 

30 

60 

120 

400 

240 

240 

240 

240 

400 

240 

240 

400 

Reactor Power 
(fcw) 

2000 

100 

1000 

2000 

10 

10 

1000 

100 

2000 

10 

10 

10 
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SECTION C 

ION SOURCE RATE FROM FISSION FRAGMENT ENERGY LOSS 

ABSTRACT 

The ion source rate in a gas film adjacent to a uranium bearing electrode 
vas computed from the energy loss rate of the fission fragments that penetrate 
this gas film. The fission fragment energy loss vas linearized with path dis¬ 
tance to obtain first a one-dimensional solution for the ion source rate. Then, 
for the geometry of the ceramic-metal ionization tube, an analytic solution vas 
obtained for the ion source rate along the axis of the tube and an approximate 
solution vas obtained for the source rate at the edge of the uranium disc. The 
values of source rate computed using this latter solution vere compared vlth the 
experimental values of ion source rate. The agreement vas good in view of the 
fact that the comparison was made between an experimental average source rate and 
a value computed at one point in the cathode sheath. A general expression for 
the ion source rate for all points vlthin the interelectrode gaç is being pro¬ 
grammed for solution on an UM 709O computer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Studies have been carried out in the University of Michigan reactor to deter¬ 
mine experimentally the ion source rate from the fission fragment ionisation of 
noble gases.* Prom the current-voltage characteristics of the ionization tube 
and a one-dimensional-plasma model it was possible to make a one parameter fit 
to the I-V data and obtain an ayerage ion source rate (S, cm’^ sec"l). 
lhe ion source rate can also be obtained from an entirely Independent approach; 
namely, from the energy loss rate of the fission fragments as they penetrate the 
gas in the interelectrode gap. A one-dimensional treatment of the energy loss 
rate in a gas medium was reported previously.(1) In that treatment, the total 

- fission fragment loss rate in the gas vas determined from the difference between 
the fission fragment kinetic energy emitted from the uranium surface and that 
lost to the opposite electrode. The total energy loss rate in the gas was then 
set equal to the product of the average ion source rate in the interelectrode 
volume and the energy to produce an ion pair in the interelectrode gas. The 
expression derived for the source rate was found to give values in fair agree¬ 
ment with experimental measurementsv2) but it vas found later that this vas due 
in part to partially compensating errors that had been made in the derivation. 

In re-examining this problem it vas decided not only to treat the one¬ 
dimensional case but also the three-dimensional case so that the source rate 
derived from fission fragment energy loss rate considerations might be more 
readily applied to the particular geometry of the experimental ionization tube 
(Fig. 1). 

4 An«Jc. 

C«rv.uod«. 

- CaMstd*. 

3/r" 

Px* '/*" 
d * . 2*14- Cm 

Figure 1 - Expected influence of geometry of the ceramic-metal ionization 
tube on shape of cathode sheath. 

Because of the geometry of the ionization tube and the finite range of fis¬ 
sion fragments the actual source rate in the interelectrode volume S(r ,y0) 
would be expected to decrease with increasing distance from a point( r^yAo o) 
on the surface at the center of the uranium disc. In the one-dimensional plasma 
model a uniform ion source rate was assumed and the cathode sheath thickness was 
given by b * J/eS =(4 ^ èo/eS) / V / . Considering the three-dimensional geom 
etry in Fig. 1, and by analogy to the one-dimensional treatment, the cathode 
sheath thickness, b(r2), is given by the solution to the integral equation 

* See Sections A and B of this report. 
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b(r2) / b(r2^ 

J(r2)mej S(r2,y2)dy2 ■ Om+€0e3) v ^ J s(r2»y2^dyi 

VfO /2*0 

3A 
(1) 

Vo 

and the measured current, I, is given by 

,es 
I m 2kC JVJ 

b(r2) 

S(r2,y2)dy2 (2) 

The problem to be treated in this report is the derivation of an expression 
for the ion source rate S(rp,y«) in terms of the fission fragment energy loss 
rate in the gas, the diode geometry and the properties of the uranium bearing 
electrode. 

ENERGY LOSS RATE OF FISSION FRAGMENTS 

In the derivation of the ion source rate from fission fragment energy loss 
rate in the next section the fission fragment energy loss has been linearized 
with path length. This approximation to a canplex physical phenomenon greatly 
simplifies the mathematical treatment. In order to provide a basis for quali¬ 
tative evaluation of the assumptions made, the full expression for fission 
fragment energy loss is presented in this section together with pertinent rela 
tionships that have been derived by various investigators. 

The energy loss of fission fragments has been treated theoretically by 
Bethe and Ashkin™ and the total energy loss per centimeter of path is given 
by 

1 dE 
Ñ dX 

Uwe11 

ra v^ 

(Z*ff) Z2 log 1.123 m v3 

cue2 

Une* log 
2 „ scr 

v 12 

ZiZ2e2 
(3) 

where: dE/dX 
N 
m 

scr 
a12 

U) 

I 

energy loss/cm = - ("stopping power" of medium) 
number of atoms of stopping medium 
mass of electron 
mass of fragment 
mass of a nucleus of the medium 
charge of electron 
velocity of fragment 
nuclear charge of the fragment 

effective charge of the fragment shielded by the captured 
electrons surrounding it 
number of electrons in one of atoms of stopping material 

impact parameter beyond which the energy loss is effectively 

zero 
l/h = average oscillation frequency of the electrons in the 

atom and 
average excitation potential of the atom 
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The first term on the right represents the energy loss due to electronic exci¬ 
tation and ionization processes and the second tera represents the energy loss due 
to nuclear collisions which predominate at the end of the fission fraisent track. 

The range, R, of a fragment with Initial velocity corresponding to energy E. 
in a medium with a stopping power of (-dE/drf) is given by the expresslonOO 

t* i*1 i R -I 4c ■ / (-d2/4c)dE (i) 

o E«o 

The standard medium for lapses for high velocity charged particles is dry air at 
15°C(288*K) and 760 torr.'$' An often used unit of measure of range is the "air- 
™" which is the path equivalent to one mm of air at the above standard condi¬ 
tions. 

The variation with velocity of some of the variables in Eq.(3) is not well 
known so that the usefulness of Eq. (4) for the determination of the range 
(Ej—»E ■ 0) of fission fragments in various media is limited. 

Fission fragments are created with large kinetic energies and a large posi¬ 
tive charge (see Table l). 

TABLE 1 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Group Properties of Fission Fragments 

Energy, Mev 
(6) 

Mass, Amu ^ 

Charge 
(6) 

Range in Air, cm .(5) 

Symbol 

Ef, 

M, 

oj 

*air j 

Light 
Fragment 

98 

95 

20 

2.5 

Heavy 
Fragment Average 

67 82.5 

139 117 

22 21 

1.9 2.2 

As the fragments slow down in their passage through matter electrons are cap¬ 
tured and the charge is continually decreased (see Z^1). The dependence of 
Zi r on the fragment velocity is not well established but for the heavier fis¬ 
sion fragments varies almost linearly with v according to Fermi-Thomas 
statistical modelv3 ) 

- Z^3 t v/e2 (5) 

I/2 
A variation as v ' is indicated for the lighter fragment. Using the dependence 
in Eq. (5) Bohr obtained an expression for the ratio of the ranges for a fission 
fragment and an a particle. 

f 1 „ 1 I e I 

This expression is independent of the medium so that the stopping 
various materials for fission fragments varies in the same way as 
particles . 

(6) 

power of 
for alpha 



Experimental measurements of the range of heavy particles have been cor •- 
la ted with some success by a semi-empirical Bragg-Kleeman rule'7 ) 

5 

R - R 
air 

(7) 

where R > range in material of density, p. 
> range in air of density, (¾. 

A ■ mass number of material 
Ag > mean mass number of air 

When the material is a gas at temperature, T, and pressure, p, Eq.(7) can be 
written in terms of the range in standard air, 1^, and the molecular weights, M, 

(8) 

As the velocity of the fission fragment decreases the charge also decreases 
(see Eq. (k)) and the specific ionization, dT (^K dE), decreases almost linearly 

53T with range as shown in Pig. 2. 

8 

7 

(fob <TO*) paMSon ) 

-I—I_I_I_L 

o <r /o /¿r 2o 

Residual Range In air-mm 

Figure 2 - Rate of energy loss as a function of range.^ 

After the fission fragment reaches a residual range of 1* air-mm nuclear 
collisions become increasingly important (Eq. (l)) which results in the rapid 
increase in dT/dX as the fragment comes to thermal equilibrium with the material. 

In the treatment of the fission fragment energy loss in the next section it 
is assumed that the energy loss is linear with path length in the absorber or 

(9) 
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where E.. - Initial Kinetic energy of the fission fragment, j(i.e. most 
J probable fragment of group J, see Table 1) 

U range of fragment, j, In absorber, 1. 

As shown in Fig. 2 this approximation Is only fair but It greatly simplifies the 
mathematical treatment. Expressing distance In the absorber In terms of range 
units in the absorber (§. • ■ x./R..), Eq. (9) can be written for the passage of 
one fission fragment through a number of successive absorbers as (see Fig. 3) 

providing 

do) 

(u) 

The ion source rate in the gas, S, is related to the energy loss rate by 
(using (9)) 

S = (-dE/dx)AX (12) 

where Ax = distance traveled by the particle in the gas 
W - is the total amount of energy expended in the gas per ion 

pair produced. 

The energy loss per ion pair produced is very nearly independent of the energy 
of the primary particle^) and is also nearly the same for alpha particles, pro¬ 
tons, and fission fragments ^ In the treatment to follow the measured values 
for w for alpha particles are used for the fission fragments. 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS 

Assumptions 

The assumptions made in the following treatment are listed below: 
1. Fission rate - Uniform through a depth of one fission fragment range in 

the uranium bearing surface. 
2. Fission fragments - Two emitted isotropically per fission with average 

group properties listed in Table 1. 
3. Charge loss rate - Linear with path (See Eq.(5)) 
4. Energy loss rate - Linear with path (See Eqs. (9) and (lO)) 
5. Range of fragments - See Eq. (8) 
6. Ionization - See Eq. (l2) 
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Fission Fragment Bnlsslon 

The particle current of fission fragments, P, escaping from the surface of a 
planar fissioning film depends upon the thickness and properties of the film. 

Figure h 

Bie fragments of group J initially generated in dV, that would penetrate dA_, 
dNj/dt, is given by 

Fdv, / Ml cos 9 
(13) 

where £. is the macroscopic fission cross section (cm”*) and F is the thermal 
neutron flux (cnT^ sec"*). For dV^ at a depth y cm in the uranium film, the maxi 
mum angle (0Mj) at which fragments can reach the area (dA^) is given by 

e, cos'^./R^) * Cos 'X,^ ^ ^ l) . 
(14) 

For x^j >1, dNj/dt is, of course, zero. 

The current through dA^ is = (dNj/dt)/dA2 

c>%[¡ • F R^j sm a d6 (15) 

The total particle current, R, due to all the fissions to a depth y^( 
in the uranium is 

cm 

or (16) 
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The fission fragment emission due to both fragments is 

r- ¿/j . (17) 

For a fissioning film of one range thickness P —^1/4(JjTt.) andT —^ 
J[Zf F^jJwhere is the average range forJthe light and heavy fragments. 

Current of Positive Charge from Fission Fragment Bnlsslon 

Referring again to Pig. 4, the initial charge generation in dV. due to the 
Jth fission fragment that would penetrate dAg if there were no absorption in 
region 1 is 

g> Jly » ÍLfFeZ.j) dV' ( d/U Cos& \ (o ± @ < &„• ) 
1 « (^rFfy /ecse)1/ ' (18) 

where©^.. is given by (l4) andàc/l. ■ 0 for Xi, >1. The fraction ofàc/l. that 
is not absorbed and penetrates dAg^s l-y./ifc. cose) (see Eq.9). Substitu- 
ting into (18), the current density is J 

a^3 ' . (lilzlsa) (l-gj s-»e d6. (19) 

The total current density due to fissioning to a depth y1 in the uranium film is 

4 . [x . ^ y,'Jj (20) 
y 

The total positive charge current is J = -r. Jj. As yx ->* 0y J I/2 the 
initial charge generation rate (2 f Fe Zn 1 h) and as 1/8 
the initial charge generation rate. J 1 J' J 

The average charge per fission fragment (of group j) on leaving a surface 
film of depth y^cm) is given by 

<2A 1 '¿w - 
A 

z'i 
'1 - ^4^' 

i - y,¿/z (21) 

V<zj>av'zoi/2 ' oy 
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Kinetic Energy of Fission Fragments Bnitted from an Electrode 

Using assumption k and the same logic as discussed above, a similar expression 
may be obtained for the escape of fission fragment kinetic energy from the surface 
of a uranium bearing film; vis., 

Also, (dB/dt)j—*1/2 (If F Ef y^ as Xj. —*0 and at y. - R , 

The average kinetic energy of the fission fragments (of group j) escaping 
from a surface film of depth y (cm) is given by 

. iqpu. (>H!ii (a) 

gas from the uranium film. 

Ef1/2. Referring to Fig. 2 this treatment using assump- 
restimate the amount of kinetic energy entering the 

IonSource Rate in the Gas 

For this derivation assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are used. 

(}-tò 

~ /Co» Ô 

r,’ yJcoiG 

,. /A _ _r;_ 
dVt8 ridy/dr, d^t 

' 4' X, = Jfc 
r Rl ¢) </<235" 

f| * (^i +^a.) ‘ttuo © i 6 de 
cos*e 

Figure 5 

Consider the volume element dV0=dAp dy2 in the gas at a distance y2 above 
the uranium disc and the volume element, dv-^in the uranium at a depth of y, cm 
and at a distance of ^ cm from the normal through dVg. 1 
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The kinetic energy generated ln 4V. froa fragments of group J it (Xf V d?.)aad 
the fraction of this energy that would penetrate(dV9 ■ dAp dyj if ^here ml no1 
absorption in either ragions 1 or 2 is dA9 cos®A«d(y.+ f9)/fot&2, «1th abSorp* 

,tion in both the gas and uranius and d?. It a depth bry. oa in the filS| the sol- 
use eleaent d?2 can reoeirs frapsents fron dV^ fron a Mfisw angle, 6^» giren by 

rn «mT1 r gfc/2ai) • Cea’1 (x,I ♦ 114). ^ 

The naxlMi depth of d?^ at vhich dYg oan rocelrs fragMnts is giren for •• 0 by 

» (^»í’Íh • • (25) 

lhe fraction of the kinetic energy entering dVL that is abeorbed in d?9 is 
(dyg/Rgj cos 9). The energy absorption in dVgTfras dY^ is then z 

(dÄ\ « (jUEÃti) (26) 

Using dy. ■ R.. dx. rind integrating over p . the energy absorption rate per unit 
volune in dy9ln trie gar. (at yj from all (j) fragments arriving in d# at 6 and 
fron dy^ at L lr 

(¾ m fz-dt,i eJ* 3 ' 
(27) 

absorption rate equal to v times the ion source rate, yields 

(29) 

or W ) [t **¡ *•’)] ■ (V) 

0» Ion •oure* rato at 9uo to both fragments la Sfy^) ■ ^ 8j(jTj) • Aa 

y2—°, Sj(y2)< Wj tnä “ ^8-¾ " *• *8J— 
SjÍR^)—♦O as all are absorbed before reaching y2 ■ . 

She average ion source rate in a gas layer of thickness (y^ - y^) is given 
by tjkv 

<S> *r\7> 
i 
2 / */ (SO) 

'ijvt 
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For the gas layer next to the uranium of thickness cm Eq. (30)glves 

distributed uniformly over a gas thickness of R2j,cm to produce Ionization. 

FINITE GECMETOY SOLUTIONS 

As seen from the geometry of the experimental Ionization tube In Fig. 1, 
the previous one-dimensional solutions could not be expected to apply to the 
collection of ions over the entire electrode surface particularly when the uranium 
covers only a fraction of that surface. From Eqs. (l) and (2) the I-V charac¬ 
teristic for an ionization tube can be predicted entirely from theoretical con¬ 
siderations If the Ion source rate at each point in the gas, S(r-,y2), can be 
derived from energy loss rate considerations. This problem is being programmed 
for solution on the 7090 IEM computer but analytic solutions have been obtained 
for the source rate t(r_,y_) along the axis of the diode (r.-O) and at the outer 
edge of the uranium disc (f = p,). These two solutions are presented below and 
the latter is then used in the last section to give a preliminary correlation 
with the experimentally measured ion source rates. 

Ion Source Rate Along the Axis of a Circular Disc 

Consider the ion source rate at a distance y2 from-and along the axis of- 
a circular uranium bearing disc of radius p^. 

© GAS 

OMpm s©pm) 

I (Xi)h -(j-Xx) 

Figure 6 
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lhe derivation of the ion source rate for this case follows the previous 
derivation for an infinite plane except for the limits of integration. For 
0 the uPPer Unit on ¿ is given by 

For < 1 - Xgj, the upper limit on 9 is given, as before, by Eq.(24). 

The(xij)pM limit i* given by the value of Ä A — ij "^pMJ or 

(Xl \ ■a'?« 
in. 

The ion source rate S^r^y^) at r^ ■ 0 is 

®e«i 

'«i 

r -■*»», (33) 

!Jtin Sd$ * id»! fi, (34) 

lieh Integrates to 

¡ft*.) • /¾¾¾.¾] sf/. y>* + 

I vi/fy /|ÄL v'Ce./R^JSy/j' 
(35) 

The total ion source rate due to both fragment groups is 

(36) 

Ion Source Rate at the Edge of a Circular Disc 

Consider a circular uranium bearing disc of radius, p.. Along a line normal 
to the surface and at the edge of the disc (r.=p^), consider the point p=(r =p^,yp) 
in the gas at a distance from the disc (Fig.77. 

Ovidio 

I 

I OvvAU* Û 

© 

» 

(»^S 

uz.ir 

Figure 7 
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lhe complete expression for S.(p.,y-) is not readily Integrated analytically 
so that an approximate solution vaii found when y_ <<p. using the previous exprès - 
sionV35; derived for the source rate along the avis of a circular disc. 

. # *or the Point p ■ (r2"p.,y2) ■ (r.-0,y2-yp) consider the "equivalent" segment 
(/it) of a hypothetical disc of radius rwnich would produce the same ion source 
rate at p. For yg<< p. the fission fragment path from dV. to dV9 is t' . The 
hypothetical segment equivalent to the disc should have (IT an arte equal to2that 
of the disc and (2) a first moment about p equal to that of the disc about p(Fig.8). 

/j 

©Í, = (fir) 

pSetting the area of the 
(p'r) gives p' * {l/jf )p. 

Figure 8 

2y 
(n/k p¿) equal to the area of the segment (fn/k* 

the first moment about pis (Fig.8) 
disc 
For the disc, 

^c/e j'h^r 

9» i'*0 

32|°j •• 

? 

and the first moment for the segment is 

P/P +rr 

ids = .IfL 
// 3 TT 

K- 0 -fW 

Setting the first moments equal gives/* = .346 and p' = I.70 p. Substituting p* 
into Eq.(35) and multiplying by / for the contribution from the segment gives 

for y2<< p1 . 



Ik 

The total ion source rate at (o1,y2) is 

l 
& (Pi » ^v) * 2 ^3 (ft i • 

Í* 1 

In terms of the average (designated a/) of the two group constants 
the total ion source rate at Is 

(38) 

(see Thble l), 

/- A 

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF ION SOURCE RATE 

The experimental average source rate S was obtained from a fit to the 
measured I-V data using (rewriting Eq.(lO) Section C) 

I = « e b(v) § (40) 

where the cathode sheath thickness b(v) was obtained from the one-dimensional 
plasma model. In order to provide a qualitative comparison of the values of 
the measured (S) and predicted (s) ion source rates, Eq.(39) was solved fpr the 
average ion source rate in the cathode sheaths at the outer edge of the uranium 
disc [p^ = .75 P2 = *952 cm, see Fig. l). 

Pertinent information on the runs selected for comparison are given in 
Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Experimental Data 

(Superscript + for V = +50V and - for V = -50V) 

Gas 

Run Number 
Gas Pressure, torr 

Neutron Flux,(cm‘2sec’1)(x 10-1^) 

(Experiment), cm 

b* (Experiment), cm 

ÜF (Experiment),(cm"^sec"^)(x 10"^) 

ËF (Experiment),(cm"^sec-1)(x 10-1^) 

Neon Argon Xenon 

41.26 41.28 41.27 
240 240 240 

1.19 1*23 1-29 

.054 .036 .022 

.055 .038 .024 

O.75 1.83 4.63 

O.75 I.53 3.40 

When V >0 the cathode sheath is next to the uranium surface (+ superscript) 
and when V< 0 the cathode sheath is next to the Kovar electrode opposite the 
uranium (- superscript). 
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Theoretical Ion source rates were calculated from (39) using the average 
of the two group constants listed in Tàble l. The average fission fragment 
range in the uranium bearing disc was 1 » 6.63 x 10"^ cm and the macroscopic 
fission cross section was X» ■ 23.1 cm"1. The distances erf the midpoint of^he 
cathge sheath from the uranium disc are given by xl ■ )/2 and xk ■ d, , - 
(d/Rg)/2 where d ■ .27¾ cm (see Pig. l). The values of Xp together with the2 
calculated values of the ranges in the gas from Eq.(8) are given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Gas 

W, ev 

Values of Constants Used in Equation (39) 

Neon 

36.8 

11.88 

.0231 

.00227 

.0208 

8.UO 

.0326 

.00215 

.0303 

Xenon 

a.9 
1* .62 

.0593 

.00238 

.05675 

The calculated values of using Eq.(39) and the constants in 
Table 3 are presented in Table 1* together with the average experimental source 
rate values, S, obtained previously* from the experimental data (see Eq.(l*l)). 

TABLE 1* 

Comparison of Computed and Experimental Values 
of Average Ion Source Rate 

(Units of cra"^ sec’^ x 10"^) 

Xenon 

S 

Computed from Computed from 
Energy Loss Experimental Data Ratio 

T g S/S 

1.16 .75 I.55 

.965 .75 I.29 
1.20 1.00 

2.37 I.83 I.29 

1.91 I.53 1.25 
1.2¾ 1.20 

5.5O 4.63 1.19 
4.12 3.40 1.21 

I.34 1.36 

* See Section B of this report. 
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The agreement is considered! good in view of the fact that the gjqperimen- 
tal average ion source rate values, S, are compared to the values, S, computed 
at one poin¿in the gas. Except for neon, the ratio (St/S") is correctly pre¬ 
dicted by (¡r/Sj. The constancy of the ratio (d/S) indicates that the geome¬ 
trical correction (over one-dimensional solution) is significant and approxi¬ 
mately correct. The magnitude of (S/s) ä 1.25 is thought to reflect the non¬ 
linear^ -y with distance of the actual source, rate along the radius of the tube. 
Work is orogresslng on the solution of the generalized three-dimensional ion 
source rute function on the 191 computer. 
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